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CRISIS OR OPPORTUNITY?
BE IS THE ACRONYM FOR
Jewish Association for Business

J::

ics. Its foundation and development owe a lot to the Chief Rabbi, Sir
Jonathan Sacks, but also to a significant
number of lay leaders from across the
communal spectrum.
JABE exists to teach Jewish business
etbics - to young people and adults
alike. The agenda is a classic of British
Jewry - to show that Jews are concerned
with ethics for purposes of defence and
also to make a contribution to the ethical
standards of British society.
Over the last ten years in particular,
JABE has flourished, doing excellent
work in schools both Jewish and nonJewish and producing materials of a
very high standard for use both within
and without the Jewish community. Its
Trustees, many of wliom are leading
figures within the Refonn, Liberal and
Masorti communities, have given
decisive and generous leadership. Its
current Chair, Stephen Rubin, is an
Honorary Vice President of the
Movement for Reform Judaism.
At least two years ago one of the
Trustees, Gerald Rothman, a former
Chief Operating Officer of Canary
Wharf and Chairman of the Leo Baeck
College-Centre for Jewish Education,
proposed a lecture at the Leo Baeck
College, under the auspices of JABE.
Orthodox rabbis are, sadly, prohibited
from teaching at LBC-CJE. The

proposed lecturer was a leading
Progressive rabbi with a specialism in
ethical investment.
It was `indicated' that JABE should
stick to neutral territory, so the lecture
was planned for an independent venue.
However, an Orthodox rabbi connected
to the work of JABE objected and
extensive discussions have since taken
place.

`This

is

an

important,

cross-

communal institution' , said a number of
Trustees. `1 am a non-Orthodox Jew
who puts considerable time and resource
into this organisation. It's a very good
organisation and I want its work to
continue but there is a matter of
principle here'.
Back came the response that JABE is
an example of the effective way things
are done in Britain - Progressive lay
leadership and resources combining
with the leaning of Orthodox rabbis to
provide a valuable. defence and
educational service on behalf of the
community.
`That argument', said a number of
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Trustees, `lacks a certain sensitivity and
does not address the issue of principle'.
Several schemes were devised
whereby teaching and resources could

go into the various sections of the
community but not under the label of
JABE.
`Those devices', said a number of
Trustees, `are dishonest and do not
address the issue of principle'.
It was suggested that JABE is not a
cross-communal organisation - like

UJIA or Jewisb Care or CST -but a gift
of the Orthodox community to the
community at large. `But those are not
the terms under which I accepted my
Trusteeship and under which I have
worked and contributed', said a number
of the Trustees.
Questions were asked about whether
there are any non-Orthodox rabbinic
specialists in the area of business ethics.
`Yes, there are, both in Britain and in

the United States', was the reply. `Are
non-Orthodox Jewish business ethics
any different from Orthodox Jewish
business ethics?' `We do have
something distinctive to contribute',
said a number of the Trustees, `but that
isn't the point, it doesn't address the
issue of principle' .
`You don't understand', came the
response. `The only people who are

qualified to teach Jewish business ethics
are rabbis who hold a particular,
spec±alised semikhah - ±rL choshen
mz.sApcz/ (one of the four traditional
divisions

of fecz/c7kfeczfe/'.

`That

is

precisely the point and the matter of
principle over which we feel obliged to
resign', said seven of the Trustees,
David Bemstein, Lloyd Dorfinan, Lord
Kalms, Lord Mitchell, Gerald Rothman,
Stephen Rubin and Lord Stone.
For the ban on non-Orthodox rabbis
is tantamount to one particular group
arrogating to itself the right to decide
who is qualified to teach Torah and,
therefore, who is a rabbi.
Over the last five years, considerable
progress has been made in working
together for the good of British Jewry
and respecting differences. But there
have always been rocks lurking in the
shallows and we have now hit them head
On.

Banning Reform, Liberal and Masorti
rabbis from teacbing under the auspices
of JABE is clearly and manifestly to say
that our teachers are not rabbis in
Orthodox terms and what they teach is
not Torah from an Orthodox
perspective.

That is neither helpful nor generous
but even that, of itself, need not be an
insuperable problem. People often
harbour uncharitable thoughts about
other people with whom issues of
common concern make it imperative to
work.
What is unacceptable is the refusal to
work in the same organisation as Jews

of a different outlook, the attempt to
impose the views of a minority on the
majority, the projection of fears born of
insecurity into the notion that the nonOrthodox hanker for legitimation by the
Orthodox, the inference that only one
group of rabbis has anything to offer or
any part to play in the survival of the
Jewish people, the naked power-play to
control the normative institutions of
British Jewry.
Let us be clear. Reform, Liberal and
Masorti Jews represent a substantial

proportion of synagogue affiliations in
this country. Only a minority of the rest
are practising Orthodox Jews. The
overwhelming majority of Jews in this
country, whilst deeply respectful of
Orthodoxy and the profound leaning of
Orthodox rabbis, do not want to see
control of the community in the hands
of a right-wing Orthodox minority.
Ours is a small and declining
community of 267,000 Jews. Even
many of those only peripherally
connected want to see Jewish survival
and renewal - Jewish identity is
precious and Judaism has so much to
offer both Jews and wider society. No
one group of Jews can do this on its
own, one size will not fit all and the task
is so immense that only harnessing
every ounce of resource, energy and
leaming can give us any hope of halting,
let alone reversing, present trends.
For what principle did the
magnificent seven resign? For the
principle that British Jewry needs every
rabbi, every voluntary leader, every
shred of wisdom, every insightful
teaching and every ounce and penny of
resource to ensure that British Jewry
survives and moves beyond survival.
We have to find ways of focusing all
our cross-communal institutions on
what is best for the community and what
is respectful to all its teachers, leaders
and
members.
The
Orthodox

community has to find a way of enabling
seven principled and far-seeing Trustees
to rescind their resignations and enable
JABE to carry on its work on behalf of
the whole community and for the whole

community I

more comfortable grumbling quietly
than speaking out clearly, is the fact
that the Israeli government has, since
the collapse of the peace process, been
acting in an indefensible way in its
relations with Palestinians.
No wonder that the Board of
Deputies was reluctant to respond to
the increase in anti-Semitism, which
nearly always comes packaged as
"anti-Zionism", with a 'demonstration
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WE MUST

STRIKE BACI( HARDER
David Hirsh
commentator on Jewish affairs,
ISIwrote
LEIBLER,
VETERAN
an articleTHE
in the
Jerusalem
Post headlined "The first word: stop
whispering". His piece represents one
inportant school of thought about the
way Jewish communities around the
world should oppose anti-Semitism. He
begins with extravagant claims about
the growth and pervasiveness of antiSemitism in the UK and compounds
them with a picture of a Jewish
community in apparently terminal
decline. He criticises the leaders of the

community
for
timidity
and
complacency. As an example, he cites
its
reluctance
to
organise
demonstrations in London in support of
Israel as a response to anti-Semitism in
the UK. He says that "indigenous
Britons" are anti-Semitic and adds that
"the vast maj ority of Muslims" support
the extremists or are, at least, afraid to
oppose them. "If Jews will not fight
back," he finishes, they ``should
consider encouraging their children to
make aliya " .
Leibler accuses Henry Grunwald,
the President of the Board of Deputies,
of being ``less than heroic" when he
asked, "Why must one shout when a
whisper can be heard?" ``Stop the
whispering." demands Leibler. "No

whispering
as
muttering
and
grumbling. British Jewry is undergoing
a crisis of confldence. Jews in the UK
are worried by two things. Firstly, they
are aware of the rise in anti-Semitism.
It is not "soaring" as Leibler claims.
Neither are Jews in the UK "now
regarded as pariabs, like their
antecedents in the 1930s". But there is
a gradual and wonying bubbling up of
anti-Semitism. Leibler is exaggerating
when he says that the atmosphere in
the universities is "awful". Even so,
many Jewish academics and students
are aware of the gradual entrenchment
of certain doctrines that demonize Jews
and "Zionism" on campus. Leibler says
thattheboycottoflsraelwas"narrowly
reversed". In fact, democratic debate
in Association of University Teachers
branches up and down the country,
academies overwhelmingly rejected
the effectively anti-Semitic politics of
the boycott campaign.
It is dangerous to claim that there is
an imminent and disastrous threat to
Jews in the UK and to paint Europe
generally as though it has changed little
since 1936. Our actual concerns will
not be taken seriously if we make
hysterical claims. More importantly, if
at some point in the future, Jews face a

should stop acting like English

genuinely threatening situation in the
UK, our protests will be dismissed as
"the usual rhetoric".

gentlemen or like Jewish fixers."
Leibler's diagnosis is wrong, because
British Jews are not so much

But the second thing that many
British Jews are increasingly worried
about, and the thing that renders them

more S'fe/czc7/cz72z4f.

The

leadership

offering uncritical support to the Israeli
government.
When
such
a
demonstration was organised, many
British Jews did turn out to wave their
Israeli flags. But the rhetoric that they
heard from Binyamin Netanyahu, the
new Likud leader, did not offer them a
useful lead in the fight against antiSemitism. On the contrary he offered
British Jews a strategy for combating
anti-Zionism and the anti-Semitism
implicit within it, that they declined to
adopt in any great number.
Neither has the official leadership of
the Jewish community shown any
enthusiasm for Netanyahu's or
Leibler' s strategy. They are quite right.
Demonizing Arabs or Palestinians or
Muslims is not the best way to oppose
the demonization of Israel and Jews.
Most British Jews feel this, on one
level or another. And so they grumble.
They tell each other stories of what
they heard somebody say. They feel
unease when Ken Livingstone, the
Mayor of London, fetes Qaradawi, the
Arab propagandist, at City Hall. They
feel the academic boycott campaign as
an attack. They shake their heads in
disbelief when they meet liberal antiracists who think that the MP George
Galloway is a plucky little British hero.
Then they hit their foreheads in
exasperation when they read that Ariel
Sharon has sent another missile into an
apartment block or into a car full of

people in what he calls a "targeted
assassination"; or when they are
confronted by the fact that Israel has
built a new Jewish-only road network
across the West Bank; or when a
journalist is shot dead by an Israeli
sniper, a peace activist is run over by
an armoured bulldozer or when a
Palestinian is forced to play his violin
at an Israeli checkyoint.
The reason why British Jews do not
speak with a clear and loud voice in
their own defence is that they do not
really know what to say. Many want to
criticise Ariel Sharon but they do not
want to be disloyal to Israel. They want
to oppose anti-Semitism but they do
not know how to do this when it comes
in a fomi that seems to defend the
underdog and appears to tell the truth
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TThen anti-Zionism

becomes anti-Semitic ,
it moves out Of the

debate about Israel

and Palestine and
into the universe Of
anti-Semitic pretexts.

Anti-Semitism is

wrong because it is
a f;orm Of racism.

Jews need to make
alliances with others

who are fighting
against racism, not
try to wriggle out Of
trouble by pointing

the racists towards

another scapegoat.
about what Israel is doing. British Jews
know, in general, that anti-Zionists"
talk is dangerous rubbish. But many
are not practised in deconstructing that
rhetoric. Barking back that Israel is a
democracy, that its violence is only
defensive, that the Arabs are worse,
does not feel like it will do the trick.
Leibler says that "Jewish youngsters
living in a hostile environment" are
dissuaded by the cringing leadership
of their community from defending
themselves publicly. But the truth is
not that they are dissuaded, rather that
they do not know how to do it
effectively. The one thing they do
know is that Leibler's way, to respond
to self-righteous and bombastic
demonization in kind, is not right and
will not work.
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Academics found a different way to
respond to the boycotters" one-sided,
twisted and racist rhetoric. They did
not defend the indefensible. They did
not peddle one-sided nationalist myths.
They did not take sides between the
Israeli occupation on the one hand and
the suicide bombers on the other. What
they did was to back peace rather than
war in the Middle East and at the same
time to reject both anti-Semitic and
Islamophobic politics here in the UK.
Leibler is right to say that the Jewish
community in the UK should move
away from its reliance on quiet
diplomacy. It needs to organise
politically. It needs to re-educate itself
in anti-racist politics. It needs to lean
how to defend itself confidently
without attacking others.
At one time, anti-Semites came for
all Jews on the pretext that Jewish
capitalists behaved badly. Jews learnt
two separate issues. They could have a
discussion about the rights and wrongs

of capitalism - but "anti-capitalist"
anti-Semitism was a different matter.
When anti-Semites came for all Jews
on the pretext that Jews were behind
the Versailles treaty, anti-racists did
not respond by taking the pretext
seriously, but by opposing the antiSemitism. They also, no doubt, had a
range of opinions on the rights and
wrongs of Versailles. And so in the
same way, we have to separate the
pretext for anti-Semitism - the
behaviour of Israel - from the antiSemitism itself. We respond to
anti-Semitism by responding to antiSemitism, not by being drawn into a
discussion of the pretext. When antiZionism becomes anti-Semitic, it
moves out of the debate about Israel
and Palestine and into the universe of
anti-Semitic pretexts.
Anti-Semitism is wrong because it
is a fomi of racism. Jews need to make
alliances with others who are fighting
against racism, not try to wriggle out
of trouble by pointing the racists
towards another scapegoat.
This is easier said than done in
today's world. It is true that virulent
anti-Semitism has begun to spread
among some sections of the Muslim
community, as well as amongst some
left and liberal anti-racists. But it is
also true that the Bengalis who live in
the very same streets in London's East
End that the Jews moved on from two

generations ago, face a racist threat that
has so many striking similarities to
those that have been and are faced by
Jews.

I am not suggesting some kind of
useless utopianism. I am arguing that

the political basis on which the Jewish
community has to learn to combat antiSemitism is one of understanding its
fight
as
an
anti-racist
one.
Pragmatically, it is using this
framework that Jews are most likely to
win difficult arguments about the
nature of contemporary anti-Semitism,
about the boundaries of legitimate
criticism of Israel and about the
relationship between anti-Zionism and
anti-Semitism.

The only way to fill Leibler's
"Jewish youngsters" with a self-

confident ability to stand up against
anti-Semitism is to give them
something positive to argue, about
which they can be proud and confident.
And it is the tradition of opposing
racism that is the key to this, more than
the nationalist tradition of "my country
right or wrong".
E77grge (www.Engageonline. org.uk)
aims to arm the "Jewish youngsters" and oldsters too - with what they need
to stand up, and hold their ground
against those who come at them
screaming the language of antiZionism. But E#gczge is not a Jewish
project; it is an anti-racist one. It also
aims to re-ami liberals, socialists and

trade unionists with what they need to
ensure that their own organisations and
ideas do not become infected by
politics and narratives that locate
Israel, Zionism and Jews at the
vanguard of what some regard as the
only significant evil on the planet:
``American imperialism".

The business of E#gczge is the
rebuttal and deconstruction of
contemporary anti-Semitism. It decodes anti-Zionist anti-Semitism on
two levels. The "forum" on the site is a
fast moving resource for news and
argument about what is going on in the
world. Get in the habit of checking it
every few days. The online joumal
critiques the narratives and discourses
of contemporary anti-Semitism in a
more rigorous and academic way.
E72gc7ge came into being through the
successful campaign against proposals
for an academic and cultural boycott of
Israel. It aims to continue to take the
argument against the demonization of
Israel and Jews to the anti-Zionists on
campus, in the Trade Unions, and in
public life more generally .
DAVID HIRSH is I ec/#rer z.77 /fee Socz.o/og)/
Department at Goldsmiths College, University

of

London.

Editor

of

Emga.ge

(www.Engageonline.org.uk), he is also author
a/ Law against Genocide: Cosmopolitan Trials,
which was awarded the British Sociological
Association Philip Abrams Prize fior the best

first sole authored book in sociology in March
2004.
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NAPOLEON
FIRST ASKED -

MUST INTEGRATION MEAN
INTERMARRIAGE?
ALE:St::Eee¥bsoeinF::nL?f¥t;:;r
for how long? Surprisingly, neither
Jews, Judaism nor Jewish interests were
the target of last autumn's eruption of
violence that spread from Paris across
France.
The pictures of the burning cars and
shop fronts hid the sad irony of these
riots. The rioters were setting fire to
their very own cars, neighbourhoods
and schools, rather then directing their
anger at the symbols of the "enemy".
This was pure anger without any
obvious target. We were witness to
riots where the enemy is invisible and
unknown.
Faced with such anger, we have to
seek the cause. For the current order
and calm is misleading. If the
underlying issues are not tackled a
renewal of violence will be inevitable
and not far away.
If we look at the Jews of France, the
first minority group to gain equal rights
and citizenship in Europe some 200
years ago, can we learn any lessons
that could help us understand and
possibly solve the tensions of today?
Well established as they are in the
French social order, it would be
tempting for the Jewish community to
rally hastily behind the "hardliners" of
law and order. But as Jews, we too are
often first or second generation

4

David Meyer

secularism imposed a ban in public
places on all "visible" religious
symbols, such as the veil or frzzxpcz¢,
tensions over this issue have not

immigrants. Additionally, more than
75 per cent of today's French Jews
have their origins in North Africa. And
the Ashkenazim should not forget that
only sixty years ago, the French Social

abated. French society has been
rocked by deep anger, anxiety and
unhappiness at the components of this
new French Identity. A year after the
"ban", one wonders how wise it was to

Order tuned its back on them and

prevent such expressions of diversity
and identity in a society that prides
itself on being multicultural. France
today is paying the price for its policy
of integration into a "mythical, all
powerful and self-righteous" secular
society, where "secularism" is always
seen as the highest value. What has
taken place on the streets of so many
French cities must teach us that in a
diverse society, it is dangerous to set
one set of values above any other. The
basis of such a diverse society should
be the recognition of a set of "common
values" that can enable us to live
together rather then the establishment
of a "hierarchy of values", setting one
above the other, valuing some and
negating others.
So what does "being French" mean
today? I am a French citizen, was born
and raised in Paris, yet for the past
eighteen years, I have lived outside my
native country, am married to a
Canadian, hold Israeli citizenship as
well as French and currently reside in
the UK. I often wonder what it means

stripped them of citizenship, protection
and, for many, life. We French Jews
should remain concerned by the events
of November and go beyond the
condemnation of violence.
We must not fall into the trap of

playing the "secular French" card of
order and citizenship against the
"Muslim immigrant" card of violence
and hooliganism. These images are
misleading. The danger today is neither
the lack of order nor the burning of
cars. The significant danger is the
political consequences that these riots
will have on the minds of many French
citizens. In 2002, Jean Marie Le Pen,
the far right leader of the Fro7?/
IVc7/z.o7?cz/, reached the second round of

the presidential election. After last

autumn's riots, we should fear that next
time, he may climb even higher. Such
a success by the Fro72/ IVczfz.o72cz/ would

bring to a dramatic end the dream of a
diverse religious and cultural society
in France.
The reality is that a year after French
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to "be French" and what it means for
my own personal identity and my sense
of personal belonging to the French
nation. Being part of the Jewish
community, "belonging", also includes
images of the history of the Jews of
France some two hundred years ago.
In the wake of the French revolution
of 1789, the "Bill of Equal Rights"

gave the Jews privileges and
obligations of equal citizenship, and
was at the heart of many debates in the
newly forlned National Assembly. For
many of the "revolutionaries" and
thinkers of the time, the Jewish

question was not an easy one to
address. Before granting equal rights
to the Jews, they wished to be assured
that the Jews indeed felt "French". In
attempting to assess this critical
question, Napoleon reinstituted the
"Sanhedrin" and ordered its members
to answer twelve questions centred on
the feeling of "belonging". Two of
those questions were crucial. Firstly,
Napoleon asked the Saiihedrin if the
Jews would consider the Catholic
French to be their Brotiiers and Sisters?
Secondly, would the representatives of
the Jewish community consider that a
French Jew could marry a non-Jewish
French citizen? The answers of the
Sanhedrin were, at many levels,
remarkable. While accepting without
difficulty that we were all brothers and
sisters, the leaders of the community
responded to the second question by
saying in essence that according to our
tradition, a Jew is permitted to marry a
non-Jew, yet this does not constitute a
Jewish wedding. While being truthful
to the teaching of our tradition, this
ambiguous answer satisfied Napoleon
as to the authenticity of the
"Frenchness" of the Jews and equal

Napoleon asked if
the Jews would
consider the
Catholic French to
be their Brothers
and Sisters and

whether a French
Jew could marry
a non-Jewish
French citizen?
spirit of his questions to the Sanhedrin
could very well remain a source of
inspiration for some of our cuITent
politicians. In a multicultural society,
we should not be afraid to ask for a
common set of fundamental values.

We must also not forget that just a
hundred years after the French
revolution and the granting of Equal
Rights to the Jewish community,

France became divided once again over
the Dreyfus affair. Being a Jew and
believing in Judaism was then
sufficient cause to lose, in an instant,
all the rights, documentation and
protection obtained over a period of a
hundred years. As Jews, we have
learned that "belonging in the heart" of
our fellow citizens is always much
more difficult then "belonging
officially" in the eyes of the ruling
power. Unless "official integration" is
followed up by a policy of "integration
in the heart", a brutal wake up call will
follow.
As French Jews, having won and
then, in an instant, tragically lost equal
rights in French society, we have
leaned that society can all too often
choose the simple, immediate and
radical path when faced with conflict.
That is not enough. We need a policy
of integration and understanding? A

policy that will teach the values of
diversity and empathy for each other.
That is the road ahead after the riots
that shocked the world I
DANTI) NIEXER is Rabbi Of the Brighton and
Hove Reform Synagogue and Executive Board
Member of CEJ1, Europeen Juif d'Information,
Brussels.

rights were granted.
This short excursion into history
offers us valuable insight into the
problem of today. That centres on the
relationship between many in the
immigrant population, themselves
holders of Frencb citizenship, and the
more established, white, Catholic
majority of the country. Being French
and belonging to a country cannot only
be about holding a national identity
card or passport. There needs to be
something else. There was a certain
wisdom in the questions to the Jews
some 200 years ago. Asking for a
minimum set of values, asking for a
feeling of empathy towards fellow
citizens, asking for practical steps of
integration and civic responsibility
should certainly not be u.nacceptable.
While the bluntness of Napoleon
would not be appropriate today, the
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GOD
A WORLD CLASS PUZZLE
``Nature shows us only the tail of the

Iion. But I do not doubt that the lion
belongs to it, even though he cannot
at once reveal himself because of his
enormous size''. Albert Einstein.

viewed as the antithesis of
theology.IS While
theology
SCIENCE
COMMONLY

concerns itself with the greater powers
that surround us, epitomised and
focused in the concept of God, the
reductionist school of science has taken
the opposite direction. The reductionist
school holds that everything can be
reduced to a simple mathematical
formula. And, as the complexities of
nature, the world, and the universe are
reduced to mathematical formulae, it is
a simple matter of combining the

fomulae and reworking them over and
over again until the ultimate fomula is
derived. That is what Stephen Hawking
and
many
other
eminent
mathematicians and physicists refer to
as "The Formula of Everything". And
for years we have been assured that this
formula, that would embody the whole
of creation, was "just around the
comer". Just a little bit more tweaking
of the formulae, just a little bit more
computer power, just a little more time
and we'll be there. The formula for the
whole of creation simply has not
happened and in trying to achieve this
objective some intriguing conundrums
have appeared. Let's have a look at
some of these.
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Peter Galgut
In the early 1900s, experiments by
Lord Rutherford and others used cloud
chambers to see what happened when
atoms were smashed. The experiments
were simple. At one end of a tube, a
sheet of material with large heavy
atoms such as lead was placed. At the
other end a photographic plate was

placed. When particles were fired at
the sheet the atoms in the sheet were
smashed, and a splatter picture of the
smashed particles was produced on the
photographic plate. Tbis demonstrated
the different subatomic particles that
were produced. To see the path that
these particles travel through, the
chamber and its contents were
manipulated so that the particles left
trails behind, not unlike the vapour
trails seen across the sky when an
aeroplane passes overhead. As many

particles in the universe have some
form of electrical charge, and electrical
charges are affected by magnetic
forces, it is a simple matter to
detemine whether the particles from
the shattered atoms carried an electric
charge. A magnet was placed outside
the cloud chamber to see how the

magnetic field affected the paths that
these subatomic particles travelled.
And as expected, the magnetic field
did affect the paths of travel. Some
particles were unaffected and therefore

had no charge. Other particles were
drawn towards the poles of the magnet.
But some particles were drawn to the
one pole, while others started to be
drawn to the opposite pole ..., and
then... disappeared. If particles can
disappear, where do they go? Is the
universe slowly dribbling away and
emptying itself like a bath with a leaky

plughole? Well no, because if that were
the case, its contents would be
reducing, and there is no evidence for
this. So, if subatomic particles can
disappear, presumably they must be
able to return. The question is still
debated: where or what is this
somewhere else, and how does
physical matter interact with it?
Stephen Hawking and other
scientists have been exploring the
concept known as "The String
Theory". In this concept, matter is seen
as being made out of countless
numbers of little "strings" with little
knots along their length representing
nodes or concentrations of matter.
According to this concept, the strings
are not fully exposed, but are partially
buried in something else. Something
else? This hugely complex concept has
been described by Stephen Hawking as
being a bit like a glass containing a
fizzy drink. If you watch the surface of
the drink, bubbles keep rising to the
surface, popping out of the surface and
then falling back into the drink and
disappearing. It is his view that the
universe as we know it is represented
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by the bubbles popping into the
atmosphere from the drink and then
returning, to disappear back in the body
of the drink. But what is this drink in
atomic/physical or cosmological
terms? Nobody knows.
If the minutiae of atomic and
subatomic particle science lead us into
something or somewhere that we do
not and cannot know, maybe
astronomy can give us the answers. In
the 1920s, Edwin Hubble, after whom
the famous Hubble telescope has been
named was able to estimate the
position, and the time, at which the
initial explosive release of energy
known colloquially as the "Big Bang"
occurred. Not only that, but he was
able to calculate the total amount of
energy released by this explosion
which formed the physical universe as
we know it. Subsequently various
space probes, particularly the space
probe to Jupiter, focused its sensors on
the place at which the "Big Bang" is
estimated to have occurred to measure
the residual echo, or 'nore correctly,
the remaining electroinagnetic energy
from the explosion... And yet another

if so, how did they know these things?

euphemistically call ``The Infinite

1'11 leave you to ponder that question.
The fact is that increasingly science is

One"?
Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan in his book

edging closer to many of the ideas
expressed in ancient philosophies and
religions such as Judaism.

/ewz.s¢ A4led!.Zc}Zz.o# (Schocken Books

Black holes seem to
behave like the
vacuum cleaners Of
the universe. They

suck in the matter
and energy from all
around them,
concentrating it to
such cm extent that
nothing can escape...

not even light,

conundnm appeared. It would seem
that the residual echo from the ``Big
Bang" vastly exceeds the amount of
matter produced in the universe.
Currently it is estimated that the

Among the many intriguing and
mystifying phenomena in the universe,
there is none quite so mystifying as
"black holes". These bodies seem to

physical universe as we know it
represents less than 10 per cent of the
totality. So what is the other 90 per
cent? Scientists call it dark matter and
dark energy. Yes, but what is dark
matter? And where is dark matter?
How does dark matter affect us, or is it
actually part of us? And if this is the
case, what is the 90 per cent of us that
is not part of our physical bodies?
That is not all. String theory predicts
that there are many dimensions to the
universe. We can only perceive the
four dimensions that Einstein termed
"Space-time". In other words, vertical,

behave like the vacuum cleaners of the
universe. They suck in the matter and
energy from all around them,
concentrating it to such an extent that
nothing can escape... not even light,
and hence their name. We cannot
actually see into them and see what is
going on inside them, but if all this
matter is being sucked into something,
or somewhere, does it just remain
there, or does it go somewhere else?
Or maybe it is reprocessed into some
other form? Or something else?
Scientists studying black holes can
only get as far as the edge of the black
hole, that moment before everything is
sucked into oblivion. That point is
known as "The Event Horizon".
Calculations to determine what
happens to matter as it approaches the
event horizon indicate that it is
stretched and distorted beyond
recognition. All of the mathematical
calculations relating to what happens
at the event horizon seem to end up at
infinity. Similarly, the formula which
attempts to unite all of the forces of the
universe, the so called ``Formula of
Everything" referred to above, also
seems to end at infinity, despite
numerous attempts to resolve or
recalculate it. And how does all this
relate to what we sometimes

horizontal and depth - three
dimensions - plus time. String theory
predicts more than that, probably
eleven dimensions, and possibly up to
twenty-six dimensions exist. If the
Universe is made up of at least eleven
dimensions, and we are only aware of
four, what or where are these other
dimensions, and what part do they play
in our lives? How do they affect or
influence us? Traditionally an ethereal
or metaphysical part of our existence
has been recognised as the soul and the
spirit. Science seems to be confirming
the ancient perception that there is
much more to us than our physical
bodies. So did the anc.ient prophets

know a few things that we do not, and
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New York, 1985, page 67) dwells on
the difference between the concept of
the Universe in common usage and the
Jewish concept of the Universe in the
Hebrew word O/czm. The word
"Universe" is derived from a
combination of two Latin words 2j#c4s,
meaning "one", and i;erLsz/777/vcr/ere,

meaning "to turn". The word Universe
therefore in English, literally means "to
turn into one", as a single overall
totality. O/cr", on the other hand,
according to Rabbi Kaplan, is derived
from the word cJ/cz", meaning "to
conceal". Therefore, in the Hebrew
sense, the Universe is seen as that
which ``conceals the Divine", or that
which is concealed from us. This
implies that there is something else
inside the physical universe, or outside
of the physical universe as we
understand it in English, that is
concealed, beyond our perception,
outside of our interpretation. But
sometimes, there is just a hint, just a
little hint that there is something else
in the hazy distance. Occasionally, the
clouds might momentarily part as they
did for Moses on Mount Nebo. A quick
glimpse or a momentary image of the
promised land and then... gone. As
soon as we focus on it, it simply
disappears. Is there really something

"just around the comer", or is this just

a trick of the mind?
It's an interesting and intriguing
thought that ancient wisdom and
modem science have both converged
on the possibility of a greater reality.
But even more interesting and
intriguing is that we are oblivious of
the contents of over 90 per cent of the
universe, and even the miniscule

percentage that we can perceive,
measure and define, proves to be
frustratingly difficult to quantify with
any certainty.
So, for all the supposed antithesis
between theology and science and for
all scientific endeavour particularly in
particle and astronomical physics, to
demonstrate that creation is simply an
extrapolation of some mathematical
formula, the scientists and the
theologicians may not be so far apart

after all I
DR PETHR N GALGUT Ph.D., M.Phil.,
M.Sc., BDS., MRD.RCS., MFDS., LDS.RCS.,
DDF.Horn., ILTM specz.cz/j.see I.# /rea/z.J7g g#"

conditions at his specialist dental practice in
North London and is an accomplished lecturer
both in the UK and abroad. He has over 100
research publications and is the primary author
of a text book on Periodorttology.
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Q. When did your interest in History
begin?
A. At Highgate School in 1945. I was

nine, a weekly boarder and came
home
Saturday
lunchtime.
Although this caused my parents
some regrets as it impinged on
Shabbat, there was a good Jewish
atmosphere at the school and I am
still in touch with friends from that
time. In the Senior School in 1950,

my History teacher, A.P. White,
had fought on the Somme. I am
currently writing a book on that
battle, using among other sources
a publishedcollection of his
letters. The main impulse came
later from two masters, Tommy
Fox and Alan Palmer, in the sixth
form in 1953 and 1954. Alan

BARRY HYMAN IN CONVERSATION WITH

SIR AAARTIN GILBERT CBE, DL]TT
Noted historian, author Of 75 books on Churchill, British,
Jewish and world history
Q. Born in 1936 - into a ``Jewishly
conscious " f amily?
A. We were part of the St. John's
Wood Synagogue. The Hertz
Chumash and shul-going was part
of our daily life.
Q. Were your parents academics?

A. My
father
Peter
was
a
manufacturing jeweller. Born in
1902 he left school at fourteen. He
was selling newspapers in the
latter years of the First World
War. His older brother Irving
served in the trenches. My mother
Miriam was very bright, but as a
young Jewish woman in the late
1920s no one considered that she
might have the ability to go to
University.

Q. Grandparents?
A. All four were still alive when I
returned from Canada where I was

sent for the first four years of the
war. My mother's parents, Golda
and Bamet Green, had come from
Lithuania, then part of the Russian
Empire. My father's parents,
Hannah and Aaron Goldberg,
came from Russian Poland and I
saw a lot of them on my return
from Canada in 1944.
Q. Did the War impinge on you
much?
A. Yes. I was evacuated four times.
At the time of the Munich crisis,
aged just two, I was sent with my
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mother to Kirkby Stephen in the
North of England. On the outbreak
of war, I went with my parents to
Polperro in Comwall, then without
them but with my aunt Sadie and
her three children to Canada. In
1944 I came back on the ocean
liner Mauretania. It was fitted out,
during the war, to take 8000
troops. Churchill discovered only
2000 or 3000 troops were on board
and gave instructions that the
space be used to repatriate as
many British children as possible.
He had always disapproved of
sending children away. He saw it
as bad for morale.
The
Government scheme had been to
send a million children to Canada
and the USA, but when the
Germans sank a ship with children
on board the scheme was stopped.
After coming back from New
York, to Liverpool, to London I
was evacuated because of the Vbombs with my parents to North
Wales.

Q. What were your hosts like in
Canada?
A. Disciplinarians, but I have no
horror stories. I was unhappy and
wanted to come back, but made
friends withtheir two year
old daughter Judy, whoin I tried to
protect from a-fairly severe nanny.
We are friends to this day.

Palmer gave up teaching soon
afterwards and has written almost
as many books as have I. I
recommend
them
highly.
He encouraged me to examine
aspects of history not in the
cuITiculum.

Q. Where does the specialisation in
Charchill begin?
A. Sheer chance really. I was happy
as a newly elected junior research
fellow at Merton College, Oxford.
Randolph Churchill was looking
for someone to join his team
helping him to write the life of his
father. He charmed the dons, so I
worked for him three days a week,
taught at Merton for three days and
spent one day travelling between
Oxford and his home in Suffolk.

Q. But for that might you have
remained an Oxf;ord don?
A. I had already finished my first
book, which I wrote with my flrst
pupil, Richard Gott. It was a study
of appeasement, called 27ze
4ppeczsers and still in print, so I
suspect writing was already in my
blood.

Q. You have yet another Churchill
bookjust published, Ch:urchill t+nd
Am:erica,. Is there anything left to
be discovered about Charchill?
A. I have published six volumes of
Churchill narrative and twelve volumes of his letters and documents.
I still have six document volumes
to complete, covering 1942-65 and
there are always facets of his
activities to be revealed. The book
on which I am currently working,

and have been for twenty-five
yea:Is, is Charchill and the Je:ws.
It is a work in progress.

Q. What of your effbrts on bchalf of
Soviet Jewry?
A. I was in the Army from 1955 to
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in its sixth edition. Later, I was in
Israel during the 1973 War. Coming back to find much confusion
and anti-Israel feeling led me to do
the Arab-Israel Conflict Atlas,
now in its eighth edition with
thirty-two new maps for the last
three years. As a sovietologist I
had also done the Rusian History
Atlas, encouraged by teachers at
Oxford to "make history visual."

1957. I went to the Joint Service
School for Linguists and was
taught Russian. One job was to
translate the Soviet provincial
press. I was stunned by reading
vicious little anti-Semitic stories
and particularly one about a
Caucasian Mountain Jew, Rabbi
Gavrilov, sentenced to seventeen

years for conducting a religious
service. I began to read up on the
subject and
stumbled
across
Emanuel Litvinov's remarkable
magazine J7?sz.gfef and it became my
activist Bible. Another major

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

influence was Nan Greifer, who
had extraordinary contacts with
Jewish families in the Soviet
Union who suffered because tli.ey
wanted to leave.
You went to the USSRI
I was approached by a determined
man who became a good
friend, Shmuel Shenhar from the
Israeli Embassy, and did wbat so
many people did. `Went in, met
people, wrote about. them. My first
book on the subject was 77ze Jews
o/Hape. For two years I was an
NGO -Non-Governmental Organisation - with the United Nations
Human Rights Commission in
Geneva and raised their cases
there. I then wrote a biography of
Sharansky that was, in effect,
a history of the Soviet Jewry
Movement. I was influenced by a
number of people, particularly by
Michael Sherboume. He worked
as hard as anyone on contact with
Refuseniks - the word was his
coinage - and disseminating the
information he received from
them. [Sherbourne's daughter
Lana Young is an active member
of Radlett & Bushey Reform
Synagogue. His granddaughter
Debbie is a rabbinical student at
LBC-CJE, ed.]
Your Mc[p books are fairly unique.
Your inspiration?
I was influenced by the historical
geographer J.L. Horrabin who,
before
the
Second
World
War, published small annual blackand-white maps on European
politics. I believed it could be done
on a wider scale. I was still working for Randolph Churchill who
was writing a book on the Six Day
War with his son Winston. He

asked me to help out with a history
of the Jews from, as he put it,
Moses to Nasser. I had to draw
maps to understand that history myself and that was the origin
of the Jewish History Atlas, now
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Q.

7yczJ aliyah ever cz co;7sz.c7erc7/z.o7?.?

A. Yes, three times. Once when I
left school. A good school friend,
Danny Gavron, had made
c7/z.);czfe. I had left the Army and

was on my way to join him. I got
as far as Iskenderun in Turkey,
from where I was going to go on
by seato Haifa. The American
captain of a small merchant ship
had offered to take me, but in his
hotel room he propositioned me.
That was the price of the ticket.
I mshed out with my duffle bag
and got the first train out. It went
through Eastern Turkey, and I
would have gone on with it to
Bagbdad, but the Iraqi student
travelling in my compartment
confided that his ambition was ``to
cut the throat of every Jew." I
seriously thought of c7/z.);crfe again,

first in the 70s and then in the 80s,
but was too much into the
Churchill research and committed
to that. To this day it saddens me
that I did not stay in Israel after my
two teaching Sabbaticals there,
one at Tel Aviv University, the
other at the Hebrew University.
Q.

yoe{r/czscz.72cz/z.7€g Letters to Auntie

For.l* is a wonderful personal
document. Is she still there?
A. She's ninety-seven now and sends
me a long email almost every
week. She is very active and as a
result of the book, she has reestablished
contact
with
individuals from her Jewish
past. The book has been read by
people who remember her from
her post-War visit to Budapest
when she found her father who
had
survived
in
one
of
Wallenberg's safe houses.
Q. What part does formal religious
observance play in your life?
A. Quite a lot. I spent this Yom
Kippur in New York at the 5th
Avenue Synagogue. I had to give
a lecture the next Shabbat in return
for the tickets for my wife and
myself and did so gladly. The previous Yon Kippur I was in
Vilnius, having spent Rosh
Hashanah in the Nozyk Syna-

gogue in Warsaw. I go to Shabbat
services, including earlier last
year in Delhi and previously in Istanbul. Research does not cut out
worship, indeed it seems to enhance it.
Q. You lanew Hugo Gryn?
A. He was the person who brought
me back to Judaism thirty years
ago.

Q. So, coming up to seventy and lots
still on the agenda. Major
priorities?
A. Leading a calm and relaxing life,
enjoying it and not letting the work
become a burden. It is exciting
when a book is published. You
hold it in your hand and give it to
your friends, but the writing and
the proofreading - I do my own
maps and index - is quite a long
haul. Being an historian is not as
romantic as it might seem,
although to me working in
archives and writing are exciting
things. The Jews Of Britain ±s "y
current project and I would like
one day to write a history of the
Jewish struggle in the Soviet
Union in the 1970s and 1980s.

Not a heavyweight academic one there are several good ones - but
something which brings out the
character of the Jewish activists in
the Soviet Union in those days. I
am very conscious in all the things
I have written that one cannot do
anything in an Ivory Tower.
Working
in
archives
you
are dependent on the work other

people have done - historians,
archivists, bibliographers, librarians. In the Soviet Jewry campaign
one was part of an incredible team
of Western activists. All my life
I have been conscious of the indispensable work of others. I try to
give proper acknowledgement in
my books to everyone who has
helped even in the smallest way. I
am not a believer ill the prima
donna school of writing.
TIM:. Well, you have made yourself very
available both to the Jewish cued
the wider community and that has
been much appreciated. Thank
J,oZ` I
*Letters to Auntie Fori - 5000 years of
Jew.sfe Hz.sfory is a wonderful correspondence
between Sir Martin and a Hungarian Jewish
woman who married an Indian Citizen and
settled in India. Go to www.martingilbert.com
for a comprehensive biography and booklist.
BARB:Y II\[T`llAIN is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey Refol.in Synagogue and fiormer PR
consultant to RSGB.

FOCUS

Colin Eimer

CAN LAW HEAL

HATREDle
For some years, Jews and Sikhs have been

protected - in theory at least - from
inci;temenl to rdigious hatred by judicial
interpretation of the Race Reledons Act of
1976. Proposals have now been tabled fior
extending this protection to other rdigious
minordies. In November 2005, Southgate &

District Reform Synagogue in north London
held a symposium to discuss the proposed
legisledon. NIARTNA thought that both the
idea and the execution was so interesting that
readers night enjoy the texts of the four
formal preseuto[tions. Rabbi Colin Eimer,
Senior Rabbi of Southgate & District Refiorm

Synagogue introduces the presentedons and
explains wky a synagogue would want to
devote a considerable amount of time and
energy to such a discussion.

Left to right: Jon Siiverman,
Ros Preston (Chair), Edie Friedman,
Tory Bayfield and James Libson.

months last year, the media

DURING
THE
were full
of theAUTUMN
debate about
civil liberties and how to protect society
against religious hatred. Given the
media coverage of the issue, what can
a synagogue possibly add to that debate
that has not already been heard?
The shift to the right across the

Jewish spectnm over the past thirty
years is now an accepted "given" in
Jewish life: many more engaging in
Jewish prayer, study and ritual than a
generation ago. But the shift in focus
can - and, alas, often does - lead us to
forget that part of what it is to be
Jewish, certainly part of what it is to be
a Progressive Jew, is to be concerned
about the world we live in, about /j.4ha77
o/c7777, what used to be called "Prophetic

Judaism". We live in the midst of
society and a Jew who does not engage
with the great issues and debates of the
day is a less than complete Jew. For a
Progressive synagogue to do that
would be to renege on so much of what
Progressive Judaism stands for.
We engage with the issues of the
day whenever we listen to the news or
open a newspaper. But is there not a

qualitative difference between the
opinion of somebody who happens to
be Jewish and a Jewish opinion? The

latter is, surely, shaped and informed
by Jewish thinking and teaching on the
issue.

The fact that this conference took
place in a synagogue, with the panel
and the audience it had, gave it a

particular form and shape that none of
the media debates on the issue were

able to do .
10
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RABBI

Tony Bayfield
what to say for several weeks. As

I'VE
theBEEN
performing
WORRYING
rabbi on the
ABOUT
panel,
I assume it's my duty to help us connect
with Jewish tradition. I read the
underlying issue to be about freedom
of speech and what the limits to
freedom of speech are. I checked on
the Hebrew translation of freedom of
speech, found it was a direct translation
of the English and immediately knew
that it was a coinage of the last fifty
years without direct roots in the
vocabulary of traditional Judaism. And
then I got stuck.
It was only on Thursday night, when
I was driving home from addressing
100 Shiites at a book launch in
Crawford Place that the penny
dropped. Let me add ttiat I'd gone to
the book launch fearing for my life
and came away reminded of just how
much we Jews and Muslims have in
corrmon.
The Jewish world was a sacred
world. God was everywhere and was
the starting point both for language
and for deeds. "God spoke to Moses
and said: Tell them to do such and
such". There was no distinction
between the religious sphere and daily
life; no distinction between working
for six days like any other member of
society and then rushing into
synagogue on Friday night as a Jew,
no JFS distinction between English
and maths and history and now put
your kzjxpczfe on for Jewish studies. The

world was God's world. Which,
incidentally, is exactly how it was/is
for Islam.
So, words and in particular names
had enormous power. "Tell me your
name", says Moses - so I can
command and control you like a genie
in a bottle. No, says God, I am not like
that. "I am who I am".
We are obliged by God to be
sensitive to our fellow human beings.
We have to be very careful about what
we say to and about them - a person
who shames another human being
through words, it is as though they had
killed them. For me, the most
demanding and impossible area of
Jewish tradition to live up to is not
frczs¢r"/ or Sabbath observance but the
importance of gossip. Jewish tradition
takes /czs¢o7? ¢c7rcz, bad mouthing

people, really seriously.
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What we say about God is just as
important. If we may not hurt or slander
or even gossip about our fellow human
beings with words, how much more
careful must we be when talking about
God. That more than anything else
seems part of a different world but
Judaism has just as developed a law of
blasphemy as Christian cannon law.
In this respect other religions were a
bit of a problem, not because we wanted
to rubbish them for the sake of
rubbishing them and certainly not
because we wanted everyone to be
Jewish. The problem was that since our
God is a universal God and other
religions appeared to do and say things
that would be offensive to our God, the
God of the whole world, there are some
disturbing passages in biblical and
rabbinic literature, disturbing from
contemporary perspectives. Only in the
Middle Ages did we begin to realise
that Christ and Allah might be ways of
talking about the One whom we were
also talking about, with Allah being
much easier than the mysterious three
in one God of the Christians.
To sum up, the world was God's
world and language and the behaviour
to which it leads were evaluated by
reference to a God who demands of us
respect - for God and for our fellow
Jews and for - remember Jonah and
Nineveh - the rest of humanity.
But that world, our world, has
vanished. Ivhether we live in Britain or
America or Israel - and that accounts
for more than 80 per cent of world

Jewry - another world - an all
pervasive presence - has engulfed us.
We call it modemity or post-modemity
or the secular world. It owes much to us
despite the fact that God is not essential
to it. It owes much to Christianity. It
owes much to Greece and Rome. And it
owes much to a later n6n-religious
philosophical and moral tradition.
Freedom of speech is an important part
of its creed.
The modem world or secularism is
not all bad -far from it. First, it's got
lots of good ideas like democracy for
instance. Like human rights. Like
freedom of speech. Second, it provides
a context which I actually find
liberating -I am pretty sure that I would
flnd it utterly suffocating to live in a
world which was totally governed by
any one community's perception of
God. But - and here, finally, is the
point. It is not holy writ. It is not all
from Sinai. It's not the ten

commandments. It not something that
we have to die for.
So we can look at it and learn from it.
We can scrutinise it against Jewish

values. We have to take it seriously. It
is worth taking seriously. But we do
not have to be card carrying liberal
secularists for whom fundamental

principles may come to override
pragmatism or common sense or
sensitivity to people who are not liberal
secularists.
And so finally to the issue in hand.
Does Judaism recognise the power
of language? It sure does - I hope I
have made that case. Do we recognise
the power of language to hurt? Do we
know to our own cost of the way in
which language and images can be
cynically manipulated? We sure do.
Think of Goebbels, think of Streicher
and Der Sturmer. Take a look at the
language of English newspapers in the
1930s.

My Muslim audience on Thursday
night was in despair about tbe image of
Muslims in the media and, in
particular, in the newspapers with mass
circulation. I went to the meeting full
of fear for myself and came out aware
of their fear for themselves.
Words are extremely powerful.
Words can be deeply hurtful. Words
can be manipulated to provide distorted
images. And words, by exploiting
fears, can prompt teITible acts - acts of
hate and violence. This has been done
to us and there are those amongst us
who worry about some of our own
words - ``use Pinchas as a role model",
"wipe out the Canaanite nations",
"rejoice over the hanging of Haman on
Purim".
But there is another side to the coin

- one which it is very important not to
forget. This is a nineteenth century
Jewish book, an innocent volume of
Talmud. Here, on the inside cover is a
stamp. It's a censor's mark. Jewish
publishing houses were controlled by
the state - in Russia, in the AustroHungarian Empire, and what we were
allowed to publish and say was subject
to censorship. When the Nazis
destroyed S'z#ez. rorc7fe, they continued
a long historical tradition. In 1240,
Louis IX of France, known as St Louis,

a king who went on pilgrimage, on
crusade to the Holy Land to rescue it
from the infidels, arranged a great
burning of Jewish books in Paris.
Scarcely a volume or other manuscript
survives from that time.
So where do you draw the line? Very
difficult and I am very aware that what
you want from me are pointers but that
they come from a different world. So
let me tell you this. You remember the
story of Abraham and Isaac? Of course
you do. Abraham was commanded to
continued on next page
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A question from the fooor.

sacrifice his son. He binds him to the
altar, he stretches out his hand with the
knife, and at the last moment, God's
messenger tells him not to do it. Isaac
is
saved.
There
are
Jewish
commentaries,
medieval
Jewish
commentaries in which Isaac is not
saved, in which he is killed, goes to
heaven for three days and is then
resurrected. Are you shocked? I
certainly was when I first read such
commentaries - clearly contrary to the
plain meaning of the text and
staggeringly Christological. But such
commentaries were not suppressed.

They and many, many other
divergences from the mainstream,
some equally shocking to their
contemporaries, were not suppressed,
but were allowed to stand the test of
time and fade into obscurity. Judaism
sought communal cohesion through
common patterns of behaviour rather
than through creeds and the
suppression of quirky or bizarre
beliefs. We have it in us to be

remarkably tolerant of unorthodox
opinions. Though you wouldn't believe
it today.
So: we recognise the power of
language to hurt and kill. We recognise
that restricting access to the expression
of beliefs is a classic instrument of
oppression. We tend towards freedom
of expression but are very concerned
not to be disrespectful or to cause pain
or shame. Let alone unleash violence.
Where are the limits to freedom of
speech? Is the legislation in the Bill

currently before Parliament well
intentioned
but,
potentially,

i2

dangerously restrictive? Does it add
anything to existing legislation? Since
the principle itself is not a Jewish act

of faith but comes from the modem
secular world, we can respond
pragmatically and draw the line with
the help of Jewish values and
experiences, some of which I have tried
to indicate. Now it's your call I

JOURNALIST

Jon Silverman
[o Religious Hatred Bill. It's a

I'Mblatantly
AGAINST
political
THEattempt
INCITEMENT
to appease
Muslims because other government
legislation is seen to be aimed squarely
atrestrictingthecivil1ibertiesofpeople,
who, in the main, are Muslim. And
because of an increase in Islamophobia
since 9/11. To use a Bill as a kind of

bargainingchip,torighttheseperceived
wrongs, is cynical and bad goverrment.
However, that does not mean that
proponents of the bill have no sound
arguments in their locker. Principal one
is: why should Sikhs/Jews be protected
by the law on incitement when
Muslims are not? The usual answer is:
well, you can choose your religion so
you can choose whether to be a
Muslim. But you cannot choose your
race. And Jews are a race. But that
does not hold water because you can
choose to convert to Judaism, and thus
be protected by the Race Relations Act.
The real problem lies with the way

that act, the 1976 Race Relations Act,
has been intelpreted. The act itself does
not make mention of specific races or
ethnic groups. It was the Law Lords, in
1983, who ruled that Sikhs constituted
a distinct racial group for the purposes
of the Act. And the lead judgment in
that same ruling also confirmed that
Jews formed a group ``with common
ethnic origins". Well, to my mind, at
the very least that is an arguable
definition. And I take the view that the
common acceptance of Jews within the
meaning of the Race Relations Act is
as much to do with history - i.e. the
Holocaust and centuries of persecution
- as it is with tendentious legal
distinctions between what is a race and
what is a religion.
So, in other words, we have legal

protection offered to Jews and Sikhs
which I do not think they should have and I'm not sure they need - being
used as the reason to extend that
protection to Muslims, to create a level
playing field. In other words, bad law or bad interpretation of a law begetting more bad law. And, as has
been said before, if the government
was really serious about creating a
legal equality between all religions, it
would also scrap the blasphemy law
which gives unique protection to
Christianity.
Final point on this issue of Muslim
legal inequality is: those Muslims who
feel physically threatened, should be
reassured that existing laws already
provide for prosecutions. The BNP
leader, Nick Griffin, has been charged
with incitement to violence for
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inflammatory comments he made
about Muslims in a BBC documentary.

make any difference on the ground.
Except perhaps to make things even

So, the protection already exists. It
does not need to be strengthened.
The other thing to ask yourself when
considering the Bill is - if you're
Jewish that is: do I feel safer, as a Jew,
less vulnerable to attack because the
Race Relations Act and the Public
Order Act have been on the statute
book for twenty-nine and nineteen
years respectively? If the answer is
"no" (and I think for a majority it is):

Worse.

And while I'm talking about the
police, another reason for opposing this
Bill is because both ACPO and the
Home Office are in favour of it. (I have
my tongue in cheek here - but only
slightly after the Terror Bill fiasco).
But as with the terrorism debate, the

arguments put forward by the
government are muddled and not well
thought through. The notes published

then why on earth should a Bill
outlawing religious hatred lessen a
sense of fear amongst Muslims?
Now, the police would answer that
by saying: yes, it would make Muslims
safer. The Association of Chief Pol;`ce
Officers, which supports the Bill, has
said that, had it been law in 2001, then
the riots in a number of northern towns
- which, in some cases, were fomented

with the Bill say: "What must be stirred
up is hatred of a group of persons
defined by their religious beliefs and
not hatred of the religion itself." Well,
if you tell me how ajury is expected to
make such a fine distinction - a
distinction which I'm not even sure,
exists -I'd be glad to know.
It is also beside the point for
ministers to point out how few

by far-right extremists against Asian
communities - could have been

prosecutions are likely to be brought
under the Law (and indeed, how few
there have been in the nineteen years
of the Public Order Act). This is same
argument that the Prime Minister made
for advocating the ninety-day period

prevented. The argument being that
parties like the BNP incite hatred by
using the word "Muslim" as a proxy
for race.
That may well be true. But all it

proves is that the BNP is very good at
dressing up its vile message in all sorts
of smokescreens and evasions. So, if
it's trying stir up hatred against blacks
in an area like Brixton or Brent, it will
sound off about drug crime, muggings
and shootings. When everyone knows,
the subtext is: the blacks are to blame.
Similarly, in the north, it will be an
anti-immigration
platform
and
everyone knows the target is the Asian
community. It does not even need to
use the word Muslim in its literature.
But what everyone knows and what
can be proved beyond reasonable doubt
in a court of law are two entirely
different things. I think the police are
being hopelessly unrealistic
in

propagating the notion that a ban on
inciting religious hatred is going to

for detention without charge - that very
few people would be caught by it.
Well, as it happens, I do not think the
Religious Hatred Law would be used
that often. After all, do not forget it
requires the consent of the AttorneyGeneral, and that is quite a hurdle to
get over. But the impact of legislation
depends not on how many prosecutions
are brought but on the chilling effect it
may have on civil 1iberties and freedom
of expression.
This is yet another example of a
government using ill thought through
legislation to make a political point.
Politicians are too often addicted to

quick fix "solutions" via new law to
complex problems. It is the same as

with the offence of glorifying
terrorism. We know why they've
introduced it -because young Muslims

are susceptible to messages from
imams/preachers. But that is not going
to be solved by creating a new offence.
Similarly,
Islamophobia,
which
undoubtedly is a problem, is not going
to be tackled by this new law on

religious hatred .

SOLICITOR

James Libson
ow the proposed legislation

enacted, ABour
affect me
M BRHFJould,
Is Toif TALK
professionally. On the whole it
wouldn't. The prosecution of offences
of this nature is extremely rare. When
these measures become law, I can see
only very limited circulnstances where
I, a solicitor in private practice, would
be involved.
One recent incident, however, may
cast some light on how dangerous
legislation in the hands of special
interest groups may become.
General Almog, a retired Israeli

Army officer, flew into London to
speak at a charity event in Solihull in
aid of disabled Israeli children. He was
served with an arrest warrant. A law
firm instructed by a Palestinian lobby

group had persuaded a magistrate at a
stage in the criminal procedure prior to
the intervention of the AttorneyGeneral to issue an arrest warrant
under the Geneva Conventions Act
1957 for alleged crimes committed
while a serving army officer in the IDF.
Why could I, on behalf of a client,
not do the same under the proposed
legislation next time Sheik Qaradawi
decides to travel here? Some of the
Sheik's statements arguably fall foul
of the new law; some of my clients
may be very tempted. But it is no way
to conduct race relations.
This proposed law is likely to be as
effective as the existing law prohibiting
incitement to racial hatred: not very.
There have been virtually no
prosecutions. Despite the existence of
the legislation for over twenty years,
last week I was able for another case I
am running, to buy copies of A4lez.77

Kampf a:rid I:he Protocols Of the Elders
o/Zz.o7? on the Edgware Road without
any problem whatsoever. Hate material
is available everywhere, as is hate
speech - much of it directed against
Jews, a supposedly protected group.
The law already punishes breaches
of the peace, harassment and assault there is no need for, and no evidence
continued on next page
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for the curative effect of, this type of
legislation. I would happily surrender
the protection we as a community
currently have in return for the
abandonment of this legislation.
The choice, though, is not mine and
my brief is only to think about how the
law would affect me. I act for many
communal bodies and defend many
free speech issues. I can see the
political nature of this legislation
leading to calls for all sorts of
prosecutions. I could see our
community calling for the prosecution

of Sheik Qaradawi or Azam Tamimi
for some of the things they have said.
And I envisage calls from officers of
some of our communal bodies
speaking to me before they issue press
statements; I can see occasions where
there may be calls for prosecution.
After all, amongst our community,
there are those whose views are so
abhorrent (for example the supporters
of Baruch Goldstein) that there is no
doubt their language would be caught.
``Good." some may say. But what

would be the point? They would be
martyred by their followers and
disdained by all right thinking
members of the public - a mere
entrenchment of the previously held
positions

I can also see myself being
instructed to call for prosecutions. Last
year a colleague, Anthony Julius, acted
for the Prime Minister in making a
complaint to the Press Complaints
Commission over a cartoon that
appeared in the Independent. It was
crudely anti-Semitic, invoking the
blood libel to criticise Ariel Sharon
and Israel. In an atmosphere where
religious groups are seeking to invoke
the criminal machinery against each
other, why would Sharon, in a similar
case, not look to do so in the future?
Despite the safeguards in place; the
amendments to the legislation and the
comfort received from the government
there is real danger in free speech being
eroded and editors of newspapers,
journalists and communal leaders
facing threats of prosecution.

The former Attorney-General of
India,
which
has
comparable
legislation wams us:
"Experience shows that criminal

laws prohibiting hate speech and
expression will encourage intolerance,
divisiveness
and
unreasonable
interference with freedom of
expression. Fundamentalist Christians,
religious Muslim and devout Hindus
would then seek to invoke the criminal
machinery against each other's
religions, tenets or practices. That is
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what is increasingly happening today
in India. We need not more repressive
laws but more free speech to combat
bigotry and promote tolerance."

He is right .

ACTIVIST

Edie Friedman

So, instead, we need to look at this
legislation and other legislation within

a framework where we make sure we
are properly informed. This synagogue
should be applauded for taking the
initiative for organising today's
conference, but I fear that this is the
exception rather than the rule. These
discussions such as today's ought to
appear within the pages of the Jewish
Chronicle. What we should aim to do
is

Racial Equality (JCORE) was

THE established
JEWISH in
COUNCIL
1976 in order
FOR
to
activate the Jewish community to play
a more prominent role in combating
racism. We work in three main areas:
race equality education, asylum and
refugee issues and Black/Jewish
dialogue. From our perspective there
are a number of implications around
proposed legislation that concern us as
Jews. I would like to talk briefly about
two of them.
First, there is the problem of
defining who or what is a Jew. Current
legislation defines Jews and Sikhs as
an ethnic minority; debate over new
legislation focuses on Jews mainly as a
religious
group.
The
Jewish
community has not been involved in
this debate - the question is, why not?
Why have we not been proactive in
this debate? Consequently others have
defined who we are. The result is that
the plurality within the Jewish
community is recognised even less
than it might be, which in turn presents
a problem within the Jewish
community and outside it. The knockon effect is that it also makes it difficult
to recognise the plurality within other
groups, reinforcing tbe tendency to
look at ourselves and others in a
monolithic way which can lead to
increased stereotyping. Couched in this
way, the debate has reinforced
insularity and a concentration on oneissue agendas such as Islamophobia
and anti-Semitism.
Secondly, so much debate and
energy has gone into supporting and
negating the proposed legislation that
day-to-day
racism
has
been
insufficiently challenged - as we have
been recently reminded by Stephen
Lawrence's mother, who commented
about the lack of effort to deal with
institutional racism ten years after the
enquiry into her son's murder. This
may be contributing to greater
polarisation between communities as
everyone is just concerned about their

particular -ism, too often ignoring the
bigger picture: what we can do together
to combat all forms of racism.

• work together to combat all
forms of racism without
competing for victimhood.
• avoid striving for equality in
victimhood (which, too often, is

precisely what we do).
• ensure that human rights are not

sacrificed for group solidarity,
conformity.
• create dialogue that goes beyond
traditional inter-faith dialogue.
• go beyond "reactive agendas" on

single issues such as interfaith
schools, ritual slaughter
• become more overtly committed

to secular interfaith, intercommunity dialogue on domestic
issues such as:

© helping Britain becoming a
fairer society for everyone.
© making sure that race equality
education is an integral part of
the school and cheder
curriculum.
© promoting more positive
attitudes about asylum seekers
and refugees within our own
communities and within wider
society. This also includes

standing up for the IN
Convention on Refugees.
© supporting human rights
legislation.

Adopting this framework puts us in
a better position to have a balanced
debate and helps us to reinforce a
Jewish identity which places Jewish
values at the heart of what it means to
be a Jew in twenty-first century

Britain I
FOcrT:NorE. At the end Of the seminar, after
workshops, the presentations and discussion, a
Poll Of those preseni was taken.

(1) Should there be legislation against
incitement to racial and religious
hatred and violence?

YES-58

NO-2

(2) Does the proposed legislation
contribute to curbing racial and
religious hatred and violence

YES-2
NO-29
NOT SURE - 29
MANNA WINTEf] 2006
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the heart of the country at the

RAB N:
\^/IIAT MIGHT HAVI BEEN
Colin Shindler wrote the following reflection for a bekes held at the
Ste;:rri,berg Centre and organised by Paul Usiskin Of British Friends
Of Peace Now to mark the te:nth amiversary Of the assassination Of
Israel's Pri:me Minister Yiitzhak Rabin.

Colin Shindler

I;b:¥e¥nh¥d¥:Rvte::Fbce¥::L5=£:¥f
incitementofthelsraelifarrightagainst
the Oslo Agreement. Yigal Amir,
Rabin's assassin, was not considered
insane or unbalanced before the killing,
merely another right wing activist
supporting the settlers. He was swept
along by the rising tide of hatred. The
language of the anti-Oslo campaign had
moved from harsh criticism to chants
of "death to Rabin" amidst a sprinkling
ofrabbinical rulings, threats and curses.
The mainstream right, however,
believed that they could capitalise on
thesituationandbenefitpoliticallyfrom
the rising paranoia. Opportunistically,
they did not distance themselves from
it. Moreover, Bibi Netanyahu, the Likud
leader was happy to attend demonstrations and to ride the tide of right wing
anger. Arik Sharon, one month before
the killing told the daily Ha'aretz that
Rabin's Labour administration was "a
sick government". Benny Elon, until
recently Minister for Tourism and a
member of Moledet, a far right party
which advocated "transfer", warned
that Rabin was precipitating civil war
and that "if he is not careful, he is liable
to be killed". Jews had always regarded
themselves as history's victims - the
oppressed, the downtrodden and the
powerless - they simply could not be
violent themselves in this fashion. Yigal
Amir had shattered this self-delusion in
the name of halting the historic
reconciliation between Israelis and
Palestinians.
Under Rabin's premiership, Hamas
began its bombing campaign to wreck
the peace process. While Oslo was
certainly the underlying cause, the
indiscriminate killing of thirty Muslim
worshippers in a Hebron mosque in
1994 by a radical settler, Baruch
Goldstein, provided the motivation for
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Hamas to retaliate. With settler
rejectionists
feeding
Islamist
rejectionists, the flrst bus bombings
took place in Tel Aviv and Beit Lid in
1994 and 1995. Rabin's title of "Mr
Security" looked hollow and the
enemies of oslo made political capital.
The opinion polls showed a sudden,
but dramatic drop in Rabin's support
in favour of the Likud leader, Bibi
Netanyahu. While Rabin's standing in
the polls gradually recovered, the next
bombing ensured that they once more

plummeted. With each atrocity, the rate
of recovery was slower.
Following Rabin's killing, the new
Prime Minister Shimon Peres was
thirty percentage points ahead in the
polls. In all likelihood, many floating
voters in Israel were revolted by the
radicalism of the far right and the
opportunism of the Likud. But
Hamas's actions at the beginning of
1996 -the first systematic campaign
of suicide bombing in Israel's cities unnerved and angered many.
Moreover, it persuaded the floating
voters to move back to the Likud of
Bibi Netanyahu - someone whom
many Israelis believed was directly
complicit in the evolution of this
tragedy, someone who did nothing to
damp down the incitement of the far
right. At Rabin's funeral, his widow
was noticeably reluctant to shake
Netanyahu's
hand.
The
Daily
Telegraph at the time remarked that on
the day of the funeral, Netanyahu was
"pale, sweaty and obviously shocked.
But he also seemed uneasy. The
Telegraph asked "Did he feel some

personal responsibility
for the
assassination?" Despite a sense of
disdain for Netanyahu, the bombings
of the Islamists took precedence in
Israeli emotions and concerns. The
bombers killed 87 Israeli civilians and
injured over 200 in successive days in

beginning of 1996. The reaction of the
Israeli electorate a few months later
was to give Netanyahu a sliver of a
majority and to place the opponents of
Oslo in power.
The strength of Oslo was that it was
based on a constructive ambiguity

where Rabin and Arafat could "do
business" and make progress. Thus,
although Oslo did not specifically
announce that a Palestinian state would
arise, this was the clear context of the
Rabin-Arafat dialogue. Rabin had
always been a promoter of the
Jordanian option in the past, but in the
last two years of his life, his stock
answer tended to be: "I am against a
Palestinian state at this stage".
The constructive ambiguity of Oslo
became specific certainty with
Netanyahu consistently pointing out
Palestinian violations of agreements.
Arafat, in turn, retaliated by listing
Israeli violations. Arafat's incom-

petence in governance plus the
increasing strength of the Islamists
were further ingredients added into this
witch's brew. If Oslo had provided a
win-win scenario, the situation after
Rabin's death meant a return to the
``them and us" syndrome. If Oslo

symbolised a coming together of the
Israeli and Palestinian peace camps
against their rejectionists, the postRabin state of affairs resurrected the
megaphone war and a return to "Israel
versus Palestine".
Why was Rabin different? Unlike
Menachem Begin' s fatalism, Rabin did
not see Arafat as a new Hitler and did
not believe that Israel would always be
in state of war with its neighbours. A
military action was conducted to
achieve a specific outcome and not out
of a sense of revenge and retribution.
Yoram Peri, a close aide to Rabin,
recalled that there was more to Rabin
than the persona of a hawkish general.
Rabin wrote that "there is neither
moral right nor practical benefit in the
illusion of the efficacy of force to attain
fundamental political objectives or
conclusive political solutions to the
Arab-Israeli conflict". Effectively, he
argued against Clausewitz's dictum of
war as politics by other means. In
1986, at a conference at Be"er Sheva
University, he argued that democracies
- unless they are mobilised to fight
totalitarian dictatorships such as the
struggle against Nazism - cannot
follow Clausewitz. In a democracy,

public opinion has to be courted and
seduced. He argued that "wars of
choice" cannot be waged with
smoothness by democratic regimes.
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Franco-British collusion at Suez was
one example, American involvement
in Vietnam was another and the idea of
imposing a peace treaty on Lebanon in
1982 was, in Rabin's view, an Israeli

policy doomed to failure.
Unlike his hawkish predecessor
Golda Meir who was closer to Dayan
and Peres, Rabin on attaining the
Premiership for the first time in 1974
was the first Israeli Prime Minister to
recognise "a Palestinian problem".
During the two succeeding decades -

Why was Robin
dif I ;erent? Unlike
Menachem B egin 's

fatalism, Rabin did
not see Arofat as a
new Hitler ar,ed did
not believe tliat Israel
would always be in
state Of war with its
neigivbours.
and this was particularly catalysed by
the first lntifada - he moved towards a
position of recognising Palestinian
nationalism per se. It was a gradual

journey towards Oslo almost in parallel
with parts of the Palestinian national
movement. His original views - within
his support for the Jordanian option focused on the River Jordan as a
security border, a unified Jerusalem as
Israel's capital and Gush Etzion and
the Jordan valley to be retained as
security zones. In an ideological sense,
he opposed the settlers and detested in
particular the religious settlers of Gush
Emunim and termed them "a cancer in
the body of Israeli democracy". He
understood that the occupation brought
in its train a moral undermining of
Israeli society as well as a denigration
of the Hebrew term ``fofec7r fecz "#eLsfeefr "

the purity of arms. He also understood
the demographic argument that by the
year 2010, there would a Palestinian
Arab
majority
between
the
Mediterranean
and the Jordan.
Settlement, occupation and annexation
ultimately meant nullifying the right of
the Jews to national self-determination.
In his last speech in October 1995, he

intimated that Gush Etzion could be
given back. He therefore seemed to be
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moving towards retaining blocs of
settlements presumably near the Green
Line - ideas that later emerged in the
Clinton Parameters and the Geneva
Accords. He significantly continued to
negotiate with Arafat while fighting
the lslamists. This approach was
placed in abeyance by all his
successors
as
Prime
Minister,
admittedly in changed circumstances.
Professor Shlomo Avineri who was
secretary-general of the Foreign
Ministry
in
the
first
Rabin
administration in the 1970s has argued
that he was hawkish in strategy to
achieve an agreement, but dovish in
negotiations once the agreement had
been reached. This imagery did not
endear him to the Israeli peace camp.
On the other hand, the idealism and
liberalism of the peace camp did not
accord
with
his
hard-headed
understanding of the political reality.
And yet, at the end of the day, it was
Rabin who gingerly clasped Arafat's
hand on the White House lawn in
September 1993. And it was at the
conclusion to a peace rally - "a
demonstration of gratitude" as David

Grossman temed it - that Rabin was
murdered in 1995.

Suppose fate had not taken its course
on 4 November 1995 and Rabin had
stood in the 1996 election against
Netanyahu, would he have won?
Would the reaction to the series of
suicide bombings have swept Rabin
away as it did Peres? Would Rabin's
prestige have nullified the desire for
security? All answers now reside
within the realm of speculation. Rabin
would probably have done better than
Peres, but the opinion polls show Rabin
trailing Netanyahu before his death.
If Netanyahu's tenure, 1996-1999,
had been averted, there is every
likelihood that the peace process would
not have faltered so badly under a
second term Rabin administration.
Despite a growing call to reduce the

pace of the peace process, the RabinPeres team would have provided the
stability and rationality in policies that
were subsequently missing. Perhaps
there would have been an earlier
evacuation of the Gaza settlements and possibly of West Bank ones as
well. Thejoker in the pack amidst such
speculation is the global rise of
Islamism. Was it a foregone conclusion
that Hamas and Islamic Jihad would
have wrecked any Israeli-Palestinian
reconciliation regardless of who was
Prime Minister of Israel? It should be
noted that 172 Israelis were killed
during the years of the Intifada 19871993. However, in the initial years of

peace process 1993-1996, flrst under
Rabin, then Peres, close to 300 Israelis
were killed. Could Rabin have

succeeded in persuading Arafat to take
action against them where others had
failed? After all, Arafat had moved
against the Islamists following the
bombings of Beit Lid. Yet Arafat also
demonstrated his tendency to
equivocate in complex situations.
Arafat found himself in a contradictory
situation. On one level, he had made
peace with Israel and wished to
reassure them in terms of security. On
another level, he was determined to
keep the Palestinian people mobilised
for the difficult negotiations that lay
ahead. Moreover, Arafat throughout
his chairmanship of the PLO had
striven for unity, it was better to keep
disparate groups within the tent than
outside - and outside his control. So
would Arafat have taken action if
Rabin had lived? Probably not, but
history under Rabin's responsible
stewardship may still have taken a less
bloody path.
The fifth anniversary of Rabin's
murder in November 2000 occurred
when the peace process had all but
collapsed, the AI Aqsa Intifada had
commenced and the flre was raging
ferociously. On that anniversary, the
Rabin Center for Peace noticed that
two passages had been omitted from
the official version of Rabin's last
speech at the Peace Now rally. This
speech was distributed widely and
particularly in educational institutions.
The first removed passage read:
``There are enemies of peace who

are trying to hurt us with the aim of
torpedo-ing the peace. I want to say
plainly: We have found a partner for
peace among the Palestinians - the
PLO who was once an enemy and has
ceased terror."
The second removed passage read;
"It will also be possible to achieve
peace with Syria."
Such a tampering with history
reflected the new reality of the Intifada
and the embittered gulf that had opened
up between both peoples.
The Baal Shem Tov, the founder of
the Hasidic movement commented that
"Forgetfulness leads to exile while

remembrance is the secret of
redemption". It is an apt comment to
conclude on the tenth anniversary of

Yitzhak Rabin I
DR COLIN SHINDLER I.s' £ecf#rer j.J? Js'rae/j.
and Modern Jewish Studies, SOAS, University

Of London. His latest book The Tin"rfu Of
Military Zionism: Nationalism and the Origins
of the lsra.e\i Rigivt has just been published by
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JEWS AND CATHOLICS
- THE FUTURE SMILES
The Year 2005 sow a considerable number Of events, particularly in Italy,
Britain and North America to celebrate the 40th amiversary OfRTos,ira,
Aif5rdrfe, the Papal declaration which ciwed so much to Pope John XRIH
and which brought about an historic shift in the way in which Catholics
view Jews. Rabbi Dow Marm:ur was ievited to give the 2005 Chancellor
lecture in Toronto, Canada on the subject Of"os;ida, Alf5rdhe.

Dow Marmur
f bis analysis of Nosfrcr .4efc!fe,

I THE
atherMichaelMCGarry,theRector
CONCLUDING PARAGRAI'H
of the Tantur Ecumenical Institute in
Jerusalem, wrote that "the most
significant breakthrough of IVosfrcr
j4efafe was its call to the church to
become a community of dialogue with
their Jewish brothers and sisters".1
I stand before you as a beneficiary
of this breakthrough. The literature is
replete with analyses ofIVosgivcr j4ezczfe.

Let me, therefore, spare you another
one. The Jewish responses are often
full of praise of the Catholic Church
for the bold steps it has taken, but
sometimes the praise is qualified, even
tinged with disappointment that the
Church spoke too late, said too little
and has never formally apologized to
the Jews. I do not wish to be counted
either among the sceptics or among the
critics. Instead, I would like to quote
from an essay by Professor David
Novak of the University of Toronto,
the distinguished Jewish exponent of
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Jewish-Christian understanding. His
scholarly and measured words well
reflect normative and mature Jewish
opinion.
Writing about IVosgivc7 4efczfe under
the telling title, "Jews and Catholics:
Beyond Apologies", Novak expressed

"marvel at how far we have moved

from suspicion to a level much deeper,
beyond just good will and tolerance".
He wrote that the document "is not an
apology nor should it be, it is a process
of profound introspection". He saw it
as an act of fes'%ovczfr - the Hebrew for
"return" and "repentance". He
observed that "an apology is an event,
teshavch a. proces§' .2
In the Book of Genesis, in the story

of Abram's call, the text includes the
assurance that through God's blessing
of the man whose name is to be
changed to 4v7`cz¢czJ7z, the father of a

multitude of nations, all the families of
the earth shall be blessed.3 Christians,

Jews and Muslims are the heirs of that
blessing and it is in that spirit that we

speak to each other.
Though Christians and Jews regard
the same text as Holy Writ, they read it
very differently. Thus only a few
verses into the text, which describes
Abram's and Sarai's arrival in the land
to which God directs them, we read
this: "The Lord appeared to Abram and
said, `1 will give this land to your
offspring. '"4 In the rest of the story and
in many other passages throughout the
Hebrew Bible, there are similar, often
even more explicit, assurances. We
Jews look to Abraham as our ancestor
and to the land as our patrimony. We
see ourselves, irrespective of how we
interpret Scripture, as the people of the
Patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
and the rightful heirs to the land that
God promised them. For us this is not a
political but an existential statement,
symbiotically linked to our faith,
indeed part and parcel of it.
Christians do not see the Biblical
references in the same light. Hence the
basic asymmetry in the relationship
between Christianity and Judaism. For
the election of Israel is, in the words of
MichaelWyschogrod-adistinguished
contemporary exponent of Judaism,
particularly concerned with ChristianJewish relations - camal, not spiritual
or religious in the sense Christians
might use these terms. It may be
important to remember in this context
that the Hebrew Bible does not even
have a word for "religion" and that the
Hebrew for "spirituality" came into the
language relatively late.
"We are trying to explicate",

Wyschogrod writes, "the carnal
election of Israel - that God did not
choose a community of faith but a
people of the flesh, the descendants of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob". That,
according to Wyschogrod, in no way
diminishes the universal message of
Judaism. He explains:
I have maintained that in so doing God
confirms the camality of the human
person, that he is soul and body and that
God can have the body as well as the
soul. Because the human being is not
only soul but also body, he belongs to a
historic nation. Were he only soul, his
primary identity would be self-chosen
as mathematician or biologist,
philosopher or musician. As it is, while
we do belong to such intellectual or
spiritual groupings, our historical
identity is a national one that, in most
instances, is not of our choosing.5

The covenant that God makes with
Israel is a covenant not with individual
members of a community of faith, but
with the whole people - with a strong
emphasis on people. In the words of
Scripture:

You stand this day, all of you, before the
Lord your God ...to enter into the
covenant of the Lord your God, which
the Lord your God is concluding with
you this day, with its sanctions; to the
end that He may establish you this day
as His people and be your God. As He
promised you and as He swore to your
fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. I
make this covenant, with its sanctions,
not with you alone, but with those who
are standing here with us this day before
the Lord our God and with those who
are not with us here this day.6
Though IVosfrcz .4efczfe does not

explicitly refer to the Jewish people,
only to "the Jews", it does state that
`the Church... cannot forget that she

received the revelation of the Old
Testament through the people with
whom God in His inexpressible mercy
concluded the Ancient Covenant".7 It
seems, therefore, that the covenant
between God and the People of Israel
through the Patriarchs has been
ackhowledged.
It is different when it comes to the
other area that makes for the
asymmetrical relationship - the
centrality of the Land of Israel for the
People of Israel and, as I hope to argue
presently, for the Faith of Israel.
The significance of the Land of
Israel for the People of Israel has a rich
literature. hi this eclectic presentation,
let me cite but one bock - 77?e fcz7!d by the Protestant theologian and Bible
scholar, Walter Brueggemann.
As I alluded to earlier, in the portion
to be read in the Synagogue this week,
we're told of how God changed the
name of the Patriarch from Abram to
Abraham, "for I make you a father of a
multitude of nations".8 Affirming the
"evedastmg c,oven]m+, [brit olam] "
between God and Abraham, God then
makes this promise: "I give the land
you sojourn in to you and your
offspring to come, all the land of
Canaan, as an everlasting possession,
/c}cha/zczf o/cr7#J. I will be their God".9

That is how Brueggemann understands
this promise:
[But] the land of rootlessness, possessed

by others, is Israel's future. It will
become czcfe#zc!f o/cr7#, everlasting
possession. The b7.z.} a/cz77€ leads to
crchefzcrf o/c777!. The enduring covenant

leads to enduring land. This is the new
history. The rootless one is given land;
the history of banishment is displaced
by the history of promise against all the
circumstantial evidence.1 0

The by now discarded - I hope Cbristian notion that the "old
covenant" has been superseded by the
"new" implicitly rendered Abrcham's
covenant with God and God's promise
of possession of the land obsolete. The
recent Christian affirmations of both
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covenants, the "old" and the "new",
restores the possibility of linking
covenant to land even in Christian
thinking.
For
Jews
of
all
denominations and none, that link has
never been in question. It is manifest in
the commitment of virtually all Jews
today, wherever they may live, to the
Jewish State of Israel. Brueggemam
spells out the implications of this fact
to Christians when he writes: "No
doubt fresh awareness of land as a
central Jewish category in relation to
the state of Israel has alerted even
Christians to new interpretative
Possibilities".1l

Christians and for Jews. Brueggemann
writes:
Place is space which has historical
meanings, where some things have
happened which are now remembered

and which provide continuity and
identity across generations. Place is
space in which important words have
been spoken which have established
identity, defined vocation, and
envisioned destiny. Place is space in
which vows have been exchanged,
promises have been made, and demands
have been issued. Place is indeed a
protest against the unpromising pursuit
of space. It is a declaration that our
humamess cannot be found in escape,
detachment, absence of commitment,
and undefined freedom.12

It seems that the covenant
between God cnd the
People Of Israel through
the Pctriarchs has been
acknowledged.
Brueggemarm makes an important
distinction between space and place. In
the nearly two millennia between the
destruction of the Judean state in the
year 70 CE and the establishment of
the modem Israeli state in 1948, indeed
to this very day, Jews have occupied
space in many countries. But wherever
they lived, they were, in an important
sense, rootless. For much of that time,
and perhaps until today, CI]ristians, as
reflectedinthelegendofthewandering
Jew, saw this as a punishment. The
Jew is condemned to roam the earth
until the Second Coming for having
rebuffed Jesus or struck him on the
way to the crucifixion. But Jews, too,

saw - and some still see - their
rootlessness as a punishment. They
believed they had been sent into exile
because of their sins, not against Jesus
but against God by not keeping God's
commandments as decreed in the
Torah. Because God demands more of
Israel than of others, so the argument
goes, God has punished Israel for not
living up to the higher standards and
thus deprived it of place, something
that other peoples have been able to
take for granted.
Jews have now once again a place of
their own, not because they've become
righteous but, perhaps, because, after
the Holocaust, God realized that,

without a place of their own, they
might become extinct. Though there
may still be Christians who hold on to
the old legend, and there are Jews who
continue to affirm exile as normative,
the Jews' return to their place has
changedthingsfundamentally,both for

The return to place is, as the late

Emil Fackenheim - philosophy
professor in Toronto and one of the
most significant exponents of
contemporary Judaism - has taught,
also a return to history.13 Living after
the Holocaust and the establishment of
the State of Israel, Fackenheim could
challenge the view of many, even
modem, Jewish thinkers who came
before him that Jewish existence is
outside history. As Brueggemann puts
it: "Whereas pursuit of space may be a
flight from history, a yeaming for a
place is a decision to enter history with
an identifiable people in an identifiable
Pil8rimage%.14

Wyschogrod observes that "were
Israel a church instead of a people, it
would not need a land".15 But because
we're a people, we need not only space
but also place. That need has been
made dramatic by twentieth century
history when the world, according to
the Nazis, would be rendered
Judenrein, Ccctea,nsed o£ Ions".
The return to history implies access
to power. Until the establishment of
the State of Israel and notwithstanding
anti-Semitic rants about Jewish World
domination, yet another aspect of the
asymmetrical relationship between
Christians and Jews was that, for much
of their interconnected history,
ChristianshadpowerandJewshadnot.
The creation of the Jewish state has
changed that and thereby created a
shock to the system. The Christian
shock manifests itself in polarities: at
one end, persistent condemnation of
Israel's assertion of sovereignty on the
part of some and, on the other, equally
uncalled for celebration of every
manifestation of that sovereignty as a
signthattheSecondComingisathand.
At the one end of the wide spectrum,
liberal Christians view Jews in Israel
as cruel oppressors of hapless
Palestinians. At the other end,
evangelicals see the same Jews as
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witnesses to the final vindication of
Christianity. Neither does much for a
healthy, constructive dialogue.
But the return to history and the
exercise of power has also shocked
many Jews. Some, often described as
ultra-Orthodox, have refused to have
anything to do with the State of Israel.
They condemn its very existence and

the ideology - Zionism - that
conceived it. Other Jews celebrate it
on the grounds that they are now like
every other nation. But for many Jews,
perhaps the majority, the return to the
Land has created new ambiguities, not
least in their relationship to
Palestinians. But this lecture is not
about politics, other than this
disclaimer: I've nothing in common
with those, Jews and Christians, who
assertthatthecovenantgivesunbridied
legitimacy to occupation and
expansion. Nor do I share the views of
those who justify their political
intransigence by citing God' s promise.
The Jews' return to their place is
legitimate on very different grounds,
but that is not the subject of this lecture.
And I have nothing to do with those
who believe that Jews should renounce

powerorinanywayabandontheretum
home. For the Holocaust has fmally
demonstrated to the world the immoral
consequences of Jewish powerlessness
and Jewish homelessness. At the same
time, however, the off-repeated
Biblical injunction about remembering
that we were slaves in Egypt still
stands. One of the versions reads as
follows:
You shall not subvert the rights of the
stranger or the fatherless; you shall not
take a widow's garment in pawn.
Remember that you were a slave in
Egypt and that the Lord your God
redeemed you from there; therefore do I

::#nandE::t.i6 t°

Observe

this

Jews can no longer quote this passage only to others - their oppressors.
They must now quote it to themselves

and to each other. The fomulation by
Irving Greenberg, an Orthodox rabbi in
theforefrontofcontemporaryChristianJewish dialogue, must be their guide:
Exercise of power must t]e accompanied
by strong models and constant evocation
of the memory of historic Jewish
suffering and powerlessness. It is easy
to forget slavery's lessons once one is
given power, but such forgetfulness
leads to the unfeeling infliction of pain
on others... Memory is the key to
morality.17

Memory as the key to morality
compels me to assert once again that,
after the Holocaust, space was no
longer sufficient to maintain Judaism,
for homelessness threatened to
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annihilate the Jews. This in turn makes
me reflect more seriously than before
about issues of symmetry between
Jews and Christians. Only those who
would like to wipe Judaism and Jews
off the face of the earth -as we know,
there are such people in the world
today - would want the issue to
disappear by reverting to the old order
that allows Jews only space, not place.
We who think otherwise owe it to
ourselves and to each other to
acknowledge the difference between
us and address it.
I believe that the Vatican not only
acknowledged it but also addressed it
when it recognized the State of Israel
and when Pope John Paul 11 in his,
capacity as Head of State was
welcomed by the Head of the State of
Israel when he visited there in 2000.
Though the context was political, the
wider, existential implication cannot
be ignored. It confrms the notion that
IVoSZ7.c} £4efczze did, indeed, start a

process that is continuing.

Nothing of what I have said so far
should leave this audience with the
impression that Judaism is only about
People and Land. Faith is central to
Judaism. Judaism is God-intoxicated.
The One and indivisible God is a given.
Anything that may challenge this
belief, however remotely, is identified

attempt to hide in one comer and
ignore the others distorts Judaism. But
as it's difficult to live with the tension
of these three elements, distortions
have become the order of the day.
Engaging in serious dialogue means to
appreciate the difficulties that partners
are encountering in formulating their
respective traditions.
Judaism, like Christianity, is a
covenantal religion. The Jewish
understanding of covenant means,
simplistically put, that God says to the
People Israel that if it observes the
commandments and statutes that
Scripture reveals and Tradition
elucidates, God will bring it to. the
Promised Land. To say it again: Faith,
People and Land are inextricably
linked. Irving Greenberg urges
Christians to become partners in what
he calls "covenantal pluralism" by
understanding God's covenant with
Israel to mean "that God has
summoned humans - [all humans] - to
partnership in the process of perfecting
the world".24 The covenant between
God and Israel in no way compromises
or diminishes the covenant between
God and the Church. They exist side
by side, albeit asymmetrically.
Such asymmetry, however, in no
way inhibits us from working together
for what in Hebrew is called ZZ.4*z/77

as idolatry.

o/cz77t, "mending the world", and which

Every moming and every evening a
Jew is expected to declare, in the words
of the Book of Deuteronomy,18 that
"the Eternal is our God, the Eternal is

Emil Fackenheim used in the title of

One" - unique, alone. Only a fool,
according to the Psalmist,19 thinks that
there is no God. The folly of the
unbeliever, in the words of a
contemporary Jewish commentator, "is
his total misjudgement of the human
condition".20 To know 6neself and to
understand humanity compels us to
believe. Atheism is a relatively modem
phenomenon in Judaism, in fact so
modem that many of the Jews who
espouse it have not quite given up on
the faith dinension of their heritage.
Some of them even praise God for
being atheists.
This is possible because Jewish faith
manifests itself in trust, rather than in
propositions;
in The
"belief
in" rather
than
"belief that".2t
Biblical
tale
of

Abraham, including the binding of his
son Isaac on Mount Moriah, is the story
of the power of that trust - against all
odds. Kierkegaard perceptively calls
Abraham a knight of faith.22
I like to describe Judaism as a
triangle the comers of which are Faith,
People and Land and to suggest that
the three are totally integrated.23 Every

his most important work, To A4le7zd f72e

7yor/d. Though the term has different
connotations in Jewish mysticism,
where it originated, in our context
covenantal pluralism summons us to

worktogetherforthebettementofthis
world which, for reasons we can only
speculate about, God has left imperfect
so that we may endeavour to complete
the divine creation.
To say it once more: normative
Judaism is never less than Faith,

whether or not all Jews affirm it.
Judaism does indeed have much to
teach about God and humanity, reward
and punishment, worship and
Scripture, suffering and redemption,
sinandrepentance,theodicyanddoubt,
and a host of related themes. And, in
the context of Greenberg' s covenantal
pluralism, Jews are eager to share their
insights and their struggles with
Christians, not as missionaries but as

fellow-seekers, for leaning from each
other strengthens the commitment to
our own tradition. Nevertheless, it has
been my contention throughout this
presentation that to see Judaism solely
through theological categories is to
understand only a part of it, even if it's
an inextricable part.
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In our quest for symmetry, Jews and
Christians alike have been tempted to
concentrate on theology and neglect
the other dinensions of Judaism. In a
noble endeavour to create conditions
that would make interfaith dialogue
easier, important parts of Judaism have
been ignored. The new climate of
Christian-Jewish dialogue allows us,
nay obligates us, to present a fuller
picture of how Judaism views itself in
the hope that Christians will come to
appreciate it and respect it.
Let us leam from the Biblical Ruth.
As long as she lived outside the Land
of Israel she was a Moabite woman.
But once she decides to accompany
her mother-in-law Naomi to the land
of Judah, she embraced all the elements
of what we today vyould call Judaism.
Hence her declaration: "For wherever
you go, I will go; wherever you lodge,
I will lodge; your people shall be my
people, and your God my God".25 Hers
was not only a theological but an
existential` statement. To affirm
Judaism is not just the acceptance of a
series of theological propositions but a
total, existential commitment. I have
seen it as something of a mission to
persuade Christians of the significance
of this truth.
Being aware of it makes dialogue
between Christians and Jews not only
possible but mutually enriching. In
September 2000, a group of Jewish
scholars - Professor David Novak
among them - issued a statement that
reflects the new climate of mutual
understanding and the new reality of
Christian-Jewish dialogue. It is called
Dczb7" EJ#ez, the Hebrew for "speak
the truth". It was my privilege to be
one of the many rabbis across the
Jewish denominational spectnm to
endorse the document.
Reflecting the change in climate in
therealmofChristian-Jewishrelations,
the preamble to the document speaks
of Christians acknowledging "God's
enduring covenant with the Jewish
people". Of the eight statements,
mostly about theological differences,
one - under the rubric, "Christians can
respect the claim of the Jewish people
upon the land of Israel" - reads as
follows:
The most important event for Jews since
the
Holocaust
has
been
the
reestablishment of a Jewish state in the
Promised Land. As members of a
biblically based religion, Christians
appreciate that Israel was promised and given - to Jews as the physical
center of the covenant between them
and God. Many Christians support the
State of Israel for reasons far more
profound than mere politics. As Jews,
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we applaud this support. We also
recognizethatJewishtraditionmandates
justice for all non-Jews who reside in a
Jewish state.26

In the Introduction to the collection
of essays that accompanied the
publication of Dcrb7" E77cez, Professor

Novck suggests that, despite the lack
of symmetry - though this is not his
terminology but mine - there are
positive and negative preconditions for
successful Jewish-Christian dialogue.
He formulates the two positive
preconditions in these words:
First, each.side must be willing to see
the other side in the best possible light
from within its own tradition. Second,

that vision must not lead to any
distortion to what each tradition, itself
separately, teaches as the truth.
Because of IVosgivc7 £4efczfe and the

work that has been done since, it has
become possible to follow these
directives. Instead of trying to catch
each other out, we're now trying to
understand each other as each side
wishestobeunderstoodavoidingevery
kind of misrepresentation of the other.
Novak elaborates:
True dialogue requires the adherents of
each tradition to find justification for
the other tradition from within his or her
own tradition. One cannot use
understanding of the other as any kind
of escape from full commitment to the

authority of Judaism for Jews or of
Christianity for Christians.27

It is on the assumption that we wish
to proceed along the lines suggested
here that I've ventured to allude to
tensions within Judaism and taken for
granted that you will view them in the
best possible light, as explicated within
the Jewish tradition. Needless to say, I
wish to view Christianity in a
corresponding light. As we Jews
struggle with our own problems and
Christians with theirs, supporting each
other whenever possible, and leaning
from each other where appropriate, has

The history Of Christian
c[hii-Judaism, coupled
with a desire to conrvert
Jews, has made Jews
suspicious and drfensive.

zation, (3) syncretism, (4) relativism
and (5) triumphalism. By heeding his
advice, also when it comes to these
negative formulations, it becomes
possible to engage in fruitful ChristianJewish dialogue without in any way
ignoring the asymmetry that I've tried
to articulate. Ivasz7.cz .4ezczfe has shown
the way and Dczb7" E77?ez has estab-

1ishedadditionalsignposts.It'snowfor
Christians and Jews alike to try to follow their lead in the fervent hope of
coming closer to the destination.
These signposts not only refer to
changes in the attitude of Christians to
Judaism in the areas I've discussed in
this presentation. They also reflect,
indeed advocate, a more openly
positive attitude of Jews, individuals
and groups, to Christians and
Christianity. For dialogue to be
genuine, it must be mutual, even when
symmetry is not possible.
In the past Jewish openness has been
moredifficultthanithasbecometoday.
Always being a minority is one reason.
Other than in Israel, Jews in the West
are always a small proportion of a
country's largely Christian population.
Parts of the world where the Church is
very strong have no Jews at all. As a
result, in places where Jewish
communities
exist
they
are,
consciously or otherwise, greatly

influenced by the surounding culture
which,
even
in
its
secular
manifestations, is often suffused with
Christian concepts. And the history of
Christian anti-Judaism, coupled with a
desire to convert Jews, has made Jews
suspicious and defensive.
Dcrz)7" E77?ef reflects the changes that

have taken place in all these areas.
Though Jews will remain a minority
and Western culture will continue to
influence its minorities, much of the
suspicion and the fear is disappearing.
But Jews have gained enough selfconfidence to see themselves as
partners in dialogue, not victims. Allow
me to regard this presentation as a

modest illustration of it and your
invitation, coupled with the honour
bestowed on me, as an indication of
true mutuality.
Tbough the Messianic era for which
both Christians and Jews hope is, alas,

become the order of the day. In the
words of a Hasidic master: Always
look after your own soul and another's
body,notyourownbodyandanother's
soul. It is the simplest formula for
Christian-Jewish relations I have found
to date.

Professor Novak then goes on to
articulate five things to avoid in
dialogue: (1) disputation, (2) proselyti-

not yet at hand, there is much to
suggest, that, all frustrations and
setbacks notwithstanding, we are
making progress and modestly walking
toward a better future. The words of
thepsalmistcometomind:"Ze¢¢crj;o77t

assah Adonai, nagila v'nismacha bo this is day the Etemal has made, let us
exult and rejoice in it".28 I
continued on next page
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GAY AND "FRUMM"

F

OR TlmEE yEARs I wAs ONE

of the rabbis at Congregation Beth
Simchat Torah, in New York, the
world's largest synagogue serving the
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
community. All too often the synagogue
wouldreceivehurriedandscaredphone
calls from coin boxes in ultra-Orthodox
areas, from Chasidic men struggling
with their sexuality. Sometimes they
would come to see me. Two such
visitors stand out in my memory.
One was a married man who
regularly had sex in public toilets on
his way home to his wife and children.
When I talked to him of the danger that
he was putting himself and his wife in,
he did not understand. It transpired that
he had never heard of AIDS or safesex. The other was a young man who
arrived in disguise. He had found
himself ill-fitting jeans and had tucked
his pej;o/ under a baseball cap. He told
me that, at twenty-four, his community
was already scandalized that he was
not married. But, he said, he could not
many because he was gay. He told me
that if the community ever found out
then the scandal would be such that his
three younger sisters would never be
able to marry. His rabbi bad
commanded him to marry a woman,
despite his sexuality. But he had
decided that there was only one option
left to him and that was to leave his
community and his family forever. He
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Roderick Young
WRESTLING VITH GOD AND
MEN: HOMOSEXUALITY IN THE
JEVISH TRADITION
by Steven Greenberg
The University of Wisconsin Press,
2004, ISBN: 0299190900, pp 264, hb

also said that he was leaving Judaism
and had come to me for help in flnding
an apartment with non-Jewish people.
I tried to tell him that he could still be a

proud Jew and proudly gay, but the
concept was simply alien to him. Both
these men, and many more to whom I
talked, were exhausted by hiding and
lying.

I was desperate for reading matter
that I could give to them that would
address this difficult subject through
words and values to which they could
relate. But I had virtually nothing
positive to give them written from an
orthodox perspective. I had only one
small article that had appeared in 1993
in rz.fr*24# magazine entitled "Gayness

and God". It was written under the
pseudonym
"Yaakov
Levado,"
meaning "Jacob Alone", taken from
Genesis 32:25, and it described the
struggle of its author, an orthodox
rabbi, to come to terms with his
homosexuality. The article did not try
to provide an fecz/cz4¢z.c answer as to

how one could be both gay and
orthodox. Rather did it seek to start a
conversation within the orthodox
community.
I knew "Yaakov Levado", since he
was one of a highly secretive group of
gay and lesbian rabbis who used to
meet occasionally in my apartment. As
a Reform rabbi I had no need to hide
my sexuality. But these Conservative
and orthodox rabbis would lose their
jobs if their sexuality were known.
Over the years that I knew him,
"Yaakov Levado" became more and
more involved in the gay Jewish
community. In 1997 he helped to found
the Jerusalem Open House, which
provides services for the Israeli and
Palestinian gay community. Then he
became one of the principal advisors
and commentators in a deeply moving
documentary about being gay or
lesbian in the orthodox community,
erfuitled Trembling Before G-d. It wa.s
clear that he was no longer "Jacob
Alone" and in 1999 Rabbi Steven
Greenberg felt able to come out as the
world's first openly gay orthodox
rabbi.

Over the course of twelve years
Rabbi Greenberg worked on a book
that would seek to provide some of the
answers that his anonymous article
could not. The result is the impressive
Wrestling with God and Men.
The book begins with a very
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personal introduction. Two stories
stand out in it. In the first, Rabbi
Greenberg tells how, as a young

perspective for an audience that feels
bound by traditional interpretations of

)/es fez.vczfo student in Jerusalem, he

foc7/c74fez.c way in which to be both gay

becomes aware of his attraction to
another student. Not being able to face
the fact that he may be gay he

and Jewish.
As he marshals his evidence from

persuades himself that he is bisexual
and he decides to confess this fact to a
great ultra-orthodox Rav. The result is
not what he anticipated. The Rav says
to him: "My dear one, my friend, you
have twice the power of love. Use it
carefully."
The second story tells how Rabbi
Greenberg met, in Jerusalem, Izhar, a
middle-aged man who was coming to
terms with being gay while he was at
the same time returning to Judaism.
The man is distressed by his
homosexuality and Greenberg tells him
of Daniel the Tailor. Daniel was not a
rabbi, but is quoted in the Talmud by
the rabbis, despite the fact that he was
their most ferocious critic. Greenberg
tells Izhar how "Daniel claims that
sometimes the tears of the oppressed
are caused by the rabbis themselves
who have misread or wrongly applied
scriptural verses and then, acting with
the authority of the Torah, become
oppressors. In such cases, where there
is no comforter, God says, `It is upon
me to comfort them.' In the absence of
any
human
understanding
or
compassion, God is called upon to
mend the broken hearts." Rabbi
Greenberg then suggests to Izhar that
perhaps the verses in Leviticus, that
we are traditionally told condemn
homosexuality, have been read in
oppressive ways that do not please
God.
In a sense, the task that Rabbi

Greenberg takes upon himself is to
right the wrong that the rabbis
perpetrated
with
their
harsh
understanding of Leviticus. He writes:
"If gayness is indeed hardwired in us,
then surely we were created this way.
It would make no sense for God to
make people unchangeably gay and
then punish them for being so. Could
our gayness somehow be God's will?"
In highly readable language, Rabbi
Greenberg reviews all the sources on
homosexuality in biblical and rabbinic
literature. His purpose is to show that a
vibrant homosexual and transgender
sensibility has been present in every
age of Jewish life. He acknowledges
his great debt to those who have written
positively on the subject of
homosexuality in the Reform,
Reconstructionist and Conservative
communities, but he makes it clear that
his book is written fi.om an orthodox
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fecz/o4foc7¢ and which wants to find an

past sages and writers, Greenberg turns
up some gems, such as a poem written
by the thirteenth-century pietist
Kalonymus ben Kalonymus of Arles,
who wrote of his deep desire to be a
woman: ``Oh, but had the artisan who
made me/created me instead - a fair
woman." If such had been his fate, says
Kalonymus, then: "an excellent youth
would be my fortune" and "in the
season of joy when brides are wed, /
for seven days would the boy increase
my delight and gladness." The poem
ends with a devastating twist upon the
traditional a 'rczcfeczfe

-"Blessed are

you, Lord our God, ruler of the
universe, who has not made me a
woman" - that a Jewish male says
every morning: "And since I have
learned from the tradition/that we bless
both the good and the bitteM will bless
in a voice hushed and weak,/Blessed
are you, 0 Lord,/who has not made me
a woman."
Greenberg is much taken by
Kalonymus, who neither shuns his
religion nor his sexual struggle.
Greenberg writes: "He could reread a
blessing and invest it with its opposite
meaning. It is just this sort of
relationship between experience and

practice towards which I am aiming.
Like Kalonymus my sense of self leads
to the rereading of the received
tradition and the discovery of new and
even
contradictory
meanings."
Greenberg himself has for many years
not said the man's blessing but rather
the woman's: "Blessed are you, Lord
our God, ruler of the universe, who has
made me according to his will."
While one of the joys of this book is
Greenberg's discovery of little known
texts, he also brings a fresh eye to
familiar texts. Sometimes the reader
will feel, as in his description of the
triangular relationship of David,
Jonathan and Saul, that Greenberg
strains the story in his desire to find the
meaning that he wants.
Greenberg's central thesis is his rereading of that most familiar text of
them all, Leviticus 18:22: "You shall
not lie with mankind as womankind".
That has traditionally been used to
condemn homosexuality. He describes
movingly how it feels for a gay person
to hear this read on Yom Kippur
afternoon in an orthodox synagogue.
But he would not advocate the Refomi
practice of substituting this reading for

another. Rather does he advocate
wrestling with the meaning of the text.
Greenberg brilliantly and minutely
analyses each word used in the verse
and comes to the conclusions that "the
verse prohibits one, and only one,
sexual practice between men, namely
anal
intercourse,
and
speaks
specifically to the active partner. There
is no mention of any other behaviour
that this verse would prohibit." In other
words, to use the verse as a blanket
condemnation of same-sex love is
simply wrong and cruel. But
Greenberg does not stop there. By a
skilful comparison with the language
used when Reuben rapes his father's
concubine, he persuasively suggests
that the verse should be read only as a
specific condemnation of the violent
penetration of one man by another.
Daringly, he further suggests that a
particular grammatical term /"ez"/
allows us to understand the verse as a
prohibition
against
the
sexual
humiliation of women as well as men.
Using time-honoured rabbinic methods
of analysis, Greenberg has given to
those who want it the tools to
understand that this verse is not a
condemnation of a loving homosexual
relationship. By doing so he lays the

groundwork for an acceptance of gay
relationships within an orthodox
context.
Rabbi Greenberg is not na.1.ve. He
readily admits that most orthodox
authorities will not yet accept his
interpretation. But he hopes to provide
orthodox gays and lesbians with an
¢cz/afrfez'c methodology that allows

them to be proud of how they were
created, without the necessity of
leaving their tradition. Equally he does
not ignore those rabbis who will
accept only a traditional fecr/czfrfez.c

interpretation and in the final chapters
he movingly offers them a detailed plan
of how they can invite into their
congregations those who are openly
and proudly gay.
Wben I was a rabbi at Congregation
Beth Simchat Torah I had little to give
orthodox gays and lesbians beyond a
listening ear. Now I would also give
them this personal and scholarly
account of how it is indeed possible to
be both happily gay and proudly

orthodox .
RABBI RODHRICK youNG sfzfdz.ed E7®8/I.sfa
at Oxford, Jewish studies at the Jewish
Theological Seminc[ry of America and received
rabbinic ordination from Hebrew Union
College. He was formerly assistant rabbi at
Congregation Beth Sinchat Torch in New York
and then rabbi Of Leicester Progressive Jewish
Congregation. He is now is.rabbi of West
London Synagogue.
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THE
JUDAISM FOR TWO: A
SPIRITUAL GUIDE FOR
STRENGTHENING &
CELEBRATING YOUR LOVING
RELATIONSHIP
by Rabbi Nancy Fuchs-Kreimer and
Rabbi Nancy H. Wiener
Jewish Lights Publishing, Vemont,
2005, ISBN 158023254X,

224 pp, pb £8.78 from Amazon

W;FiA¥Le:,:fa°];f:o8kp¥;e:n§t;
to show how Judaism, and the centuries
of knowledge contained within our
religious texts, can help strengthen and
deepen a relationship - and how
relationships can also shed some light
on the tradition.
The book is written by two women
rabbis who are both in long-term
committed relationships. One is
straight and one is gay. It sounds like
the start of a joke, and this is the
problem with the book - it is almost
too politically correct. While there is a
lot of interesting and eclectic
information here - the book goes
through the Jewish year looking at
different festivals and traditions - it
often feels like a cross between an
infomercial and a self-improvement
book.

I found the tone too sanctimonious
and patronizing, but I showed the book
to a friend and student rabbi whose
quick review was "this book is

awesome" .

JN
by Sander Gilman
Reaktion Books, London, 2005,
ISBN: 1861892543,160 pp,

45 illustrations, pb, £10.95

N TIIE INTRODUCTION TO HIS
new biography of Franz Kafka,
I SanderFRENZ
GilmanKAFKA
insists that the
problem with books on Kafka is that
they interpret his life and works only
through their own perspective, with
little awareness for other points of view.
The foreword appears to set the
scene for an open look at Kafl{a's life.
But the text that follows disappoints
through its incredibly narrow view.
The basic thesis of this biography is
that the main issue in Kaflfa's life is his
Jewish identity, or lack of it.
Each book and short story is pored
over for messages about how Kaflca and other Jews of his age and
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geographical location - felt about the
religion of which he was a part and a
race from which he could not escape.
Gilman even extends this interpretation
to Kafta's later tales that have no
reference to Judaism or even Jewish
characters. Gilman's interpretation
starts and ends with interest in why
Kafka has not mentioned Judaism.
As a short introduction to Kaflca,
this book is fine. Anyone interested in
an in-depth discussion of anything
other than Kafta's relationship to
Judaism, should look elsewhere I

JN
THE PLOT: THE SECRET STORY
OF THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
ELDERS OF ZION
by Will Eisner
W.W. Norton & Co, New York,
2005, ISBN: 0393060454,
160pp, hb, £24.45

T=r::;c%i,C¥o}¥fe°:kL£S::T;=,dso:f/°dt:h¥
o/ Zz.o7z, the nineteenth Century
forgerydetailingaJewishconspiracyto
take over the world. The Profoco/a were
concocted by a Russian agent of the
Tsarist secret police and were
plagiarised to a significant extent from
a French satire unconnected with the
Jews. But the myth has fuelled antiSemitismforoveracenturyandendures
to this day, as a quick search of the
internet will testify.
Eisner is well-known for his use of
the "graphic novel" genre and the
simple, fast-moving nature of this
medium bammers home both the
sinister socio-political context of the

genesis of the P7io/oco/s, and the way
that the conspiracy theory has survived
in the modern world, despite the
document being categorically revealed
as a forgery as early as 1 92 I .

Many detailed, academic treatments
of this topic are available, and Eisner's
story-book style is not intended as a
rival to such studies. But it is a perfect
introduction to the topic, and attempts
to expose the pernicious lie of the
Profoco/s in an easily digestible
format. The book is not only a decent
read with engaging illustrations but
potentially an important weapon in
the battle against ignorance and
prejudice. It also raises the question as
to whether this book is actually
counter-productive - because it
dignifies the allegations against the

Jews with yet another denial.
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CENTRE FOR JEWISH
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RABBINIC COURSE
A five year programme leading to Rabbinic
Ordination.

HEBREW & JEWISH STUDIES
BA & MA (full and part time) studies available.
M Phil/Phd by research
Diploma in Jewish Studies ( 3 years part time)
Certificate in Jewish Studies (I or 2 years)
Occasional students welcome. Courses include:
Bible, Midrash, Ta(mud, Codes,
Comparative Religion, Jewish History, Philosophy,
Liturgy, Prayer, Life-Cycle.

MA in Jewish Education (part time)
Advanced Diploma in Professional Development:

Jewish Education (part time)
Foundation Course for Religion School Teachers

For information on the above contact Dr Helena
Miller on 020 8349 5620.

JEWISH LIFELONG LEARNING
Contact Gaby Ruppin on 020 8349 5620 for
information on the Community of Learners
Programme

For information on the above courses contact lrit
Burkeman on 020 8349 5605.
Sternberg Centre forjudaism, 80 East End Road, Finchley N3 2SY
Tel: 020 8349 5600 Fax: 020 8349 5619 Email: info@lbc-cje.ac.uk Website: www.Ibc-cje.ac.uk
Actilng Principal: Rabbi Dr Michael Shire
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Mi:ThT::a:e:d::safifii:G:!,o.:
Volkmaar Schlondorff. We hadjust seen
a little known film of his with the
"]ikely title, The Sudden Wlealth Of the
PoorpeopleofKrombach.Iowa;s"ever
a box office hit, probably because of the
difficulty in asking for tickets. Imagine:
"Could I have four tickets please for 77ze
Sudden Wealth Of the Poor People Of
Krombachil"
Tbe film is about a robbery in a poor
village, heavily taxed by the local
aristocrat. The people decide to throw
off their yoke by robbing the stage
coach carrying the tax money. The idea
was that of a local Jew, and in the final
scene of the film, after the villagers
have been caught and thrown into jail,
the camera pans to the Jew walking
across the field, leaving town, with a
bag thrown over his shoulders and
mouthing the words "Paris, London,
Berlin".

Canpo di Fiori with the statIAe Of Giordano Bruno,
burnt at the stake as a heretic in 1600

TRAVELLING
HOPEFULLY

The film was shown in Jerusalem in
the late 1970s and poor Schlondorff
did not know what hit him.
The Jewish Journeys project of the
Living Judaism Initiative is not just a
travel scheme. We do travel to various
cities in Europe, and plan soon to go
beyond the borders of Europe to the
Americas, Asia and Africa. Our
journeys have taken us to Berlin,
Budapest, Prague, Rome, Barcelona,
Seville, Cordoba, Warsaw, Krakow,
Vilna,
Kovno,
Riga,
Terezin,
Auschwitz, Treblinka, Leeds and
London. What differentiates our
Journeys from tourism, even Jewish
tourism, is that for us the "Journeys"
are only a means to an end. We are
interested in journeys, but not in travel.

We are always focused on a number of
different places at one and the same
time, no matter where we happen to be.
We often visit sites which seem to be
totally out of place in a "Jewish" sense,
and are not immediately recognizable
as Jewish sites. In addition, the
"Accidental Tourist" listening in,

would find it very difficult to recognize
the site he has just read about in his

Julian Resnick
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guide book from our narrative.
So join me as we visit the Campo di
Fiori for a moment. This is one of the
most colourful of the piazzas of Rome.
Normal tourists might stop for a
"c7cc¢z.cr/o at one of the many cafes;
they might decide to buy some organic
soap or honey from one of the farm
stalls which often fill the piazza and
turn it into a colourful market place of
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the type we love to visit all over
Mediterranean Europe. If they are a
serious group of say German or
Japanese tourists they might even stop
and hear about Giordano Bruno, the
sixteenth century Catholic Heretic,
who dared to defy the Catholic Church,
and was burnt at the stake in this very
square. We do all this, but crucially,
something else as well. We stand at the
foot of the statue and introduce them to
the Polish poet Czeslaw Milosz and his
wonderful poem "Campo di Fiori":

Campo di Fiori
In Rome on the Campo di Fiori
Baskets of olives and lemons,
Cobbles spattered with wine
And the wreckage of flowers.
Vendors cover the trestles
With rose-pink fish;
Armfuls of dark grapes
Heaped on peach-down.

On this same square
They burned Giordano Bruno.
Henchmen kindled the pyre
Close-pressed by the mob.
Before the flames had died
The taverns were full again,
Baskets of olives and lemons
Again on the vendors" shoulders.

I thought of the Campo di Fiori
ln Warsaw by the sky-carousel
One clear spring evening
To the strains of a carnival tune.
The bright melody drowned
The salvos from the ghetto wall,
iind couples were flying
Higb in the cloudless sky.

At times wind from the burning
Would drift dark kites along
And riders on the carousel
Caught petals in midair.
That same hot wind
Blew open the skirts of the girls
And the crowds were laughing
On that beaulful Warsaw Sunday.
Someone will read as moral
That the people of Rome or Warsaw
Haggle, laugh, make love
As they pass by martyrs" pyres.
Someone else will read
Of the passing of things human,
Of the oblivion
Born before the flames have died.

But that day I thought only
Of the loneliness of the dying,
Of how, when Giordano
Climbed to his buning
There were no words
In any human tongue
To be left for mankind,
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Mankind who live on.

Already they were back at their wine
Or peddled their white starfish,
Baskets of olives and lemons
They had shouldered to the fair,
And he already distanced
As if centuries had passed
While they paused just a moment
For his flying in the fire.
Those dying here, the lonely
Forgotten by the world,
Our tongue becomes for them
The language of an ancient planet.
Until, when all is legend
And many years have passed,
On a great Campo di Fiori
Rage will kindle at a poet's word.

If we are lucky, as I was the last time
I read this poem at the foot of the statue
to a group led by Rabbi Mark Winer of
West London Synagogue, someone
will be playing a carnival tune on an
accordion and there will be baskets of
olives and lemons in the market place.
We are aware in our Journeys of the
very powerful memories which we as
Jews cany with us wherever we go.
Not only do we read at Pesach that we
are to re-enact the Exodus from Egypt
every year by our reading of the
Haggadah and the accompanying ritual
acts we perform during the Seder, but
we also carry with us more recent
events in Jewish history. Memory is
the Jewish sixth sense. For us, as
Jewish tourists, there is often a shadow
history, a history which has taken a
different turn from the history of the
rest of the European population at
crucial moments. A history which has
made us who we are.
For us the Coliseum of Rome
functions as a reminder of our past as
well as presenting the ideal backdrop
for a discussion from the Talmud as to
whether Jews should visit the games,
should participate in the culture of the
other. And in our Jewish Journeys
these discussions have a significant
part as they are not just Talmudic
discussions which enable us to visit
our illustrious heritage. They are also a
way of looking at ourselves and the
decisions we make today as modem
Jews. Where do we draw our cultural
lines? Are there cultural events which
we as Jews should not be a part of?
Bullfights? Is this even a relevant
question for us? Rabbinic authority?
The possibilities grow in every visit to
every site on our Journeys.
Our Journeys are for everyone, just

as our communities are for everyone.
Our groups of 15-35 participants come
in all shapes and sizes, young and old,
able and disabled. I am proud of this
and mention it also because you who
are reading this might think this is for
someone else, who is really fit,
someone who has a degree in Jewish
History, and enjoys travelling in
groups. If you enjoy people and look
for personal growth, this is for you,
and for your aunt.
The Jewish Journeys Project fits
neatly into the guiding principles of
the Living Judaism Initiative. We wish
to create Communities of Meaning.
Places where members of our
Synagogues can go on a totally
authentic and individual Journey and
be part of a community which supports
their personal journey and demands

participation in creating the same form
of support for everyone in the
community. We want to create leaming
opportunities in which people are
continually touched by their leaning
experiences. We want to hear what
people have to say, to listen to people,
and make it possible for their ideas to
lead to action.

There are as many ways to travel as
there are to live. People travel to "get
away from it all", to explore the exotic
world, to learn about other cultures and
as an existential experience. On our
Jewish Journeys, we strive to enable
people to go on a journey towards
themselves. To be able to ask
themselves the important questions in
life, hopefully, with additional insights.
Please join us the next time we stand
in Prague and listen to the strains of
Srr+eta,r\a:s Die Moldau, a,s we
contemplate the impact of modern
nationalism on our Jewish story or, as
the Soviet Monument to the Victims of
Fascism outside the Ninth Fort looms
over us, as we say Jrczc7dz.s¢ for those

whose names we do not know or as we
laugh at the sites we see in the Turkish
bath in Budapest, separate for men and
women. We always have a lot of fun as
well.

If you are interested in joining
myself, Jeremy Leigh and Judy Plaut
on one of our Jewish Journeys over the
coming months, or if you are interested
in working with us on a Jewish Journey
for your community, please contact
annie. simmons@reformjudaism. org.uk I
JULIAN RESNICK wciS born I.# Sot/f¢ ,4/r!.ca,
lives on Kibbutz Tsorah in Israel and Directs
the Reform Movement's Living Judaism
Initiative.
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"Spe?fitotheF?ildr?nOflsraelan.dbi_dthem!hattheymalcefringesonthecornersOftheirgarmentsthroughouttheir

general:,ons,andthat.th?putupont.hefring:Ofe_fchcornerathreadofbhae(tbkfualctj.Andiishallbeforyo-uasafringe,
that you may look upon it and remember all the corrmandments Of God, and do them...'' Ofuwh:rs i5..38-39j

Corner and fringes Of Tallit

I FouND THE BLUE oF THE Slar
Diane Langleben
so central to the practice
TRE rzJrz/r
ARE CONSIDERED
of Judaism
that the above
commandment becomes the third
paragraph of the Sfeewc7.
"Whoever observes the "z.Jzi/czfe of
/zz./zz./, it is considered as if he greeted
the Divine Presence, for /e4fee/ef

resembles the sea, and the sea
resembles the sky, and the sky
resembles God's holy throne."
So said the Talmudic Rabbi Meir.
The only problem has been that for two
millennia no one has been sure about
the composition of the fefr¢e/e/ dye.
We know that the dye must have been
precious because its use had been
restricted to garments for royalty and
the upper echelons of society. Tyre, on
the coast of Lebanon, long enjoyed a
monopoly in the "blue" and `pulple'
dye industry, the Tyrians being
considered expert dyers with these
materials.
Although
considered
inferior to royal purple in antiquity,
this "blue" or "blue-purple" was a
particularly popular colour. According
to a midrash, the blessing for the tribe
of Zebulun includes the phrase "their
inheritance would include the hidden
treasures of the sands" and it has been
suggested that this tribe was employed
to gather the sea creatures - known as
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hillazon - frorr\ which the tekhelet was
extracted.
The dye was highly prized because
it withstood oxidation and the colour
did not fade. It was also extremely
expensive because the fez.//czzo# only

came near the shore infrequently and
thousands of the creatures were needed
to extract a small amount of the dye
material.
Sometime after the Talmudic period,
the /efrfee/ef industry was destroyed,

possibly during the Arab conquest in
638 CE. The Jewish community was
not able to carry on the tradition
because they were not able to identify
the fez.//czzo#. In the time of the

Mishnah, ariorfuer dye, kela ilan was
used; it was extracted from the Indian
indigo plant that had been introduced
into Israel. It is similar in colour to
fch7ze/ef but much cheaper to produce,
and was sold as a counterfeit /ck¢e/e/.
In those days, there was no means of
testing, so Jews were urged only to buy
the dye from an expert, and presumably
an honest one. The /zz./zz.Z found in the

Bar Kochba caves have now been
shown to have been dyed with indigo.
By 750 CE the Midrash Tanhuma
laments ". . . and now we have no
Ze4¢e/ez, only white". Much later, in
the late nineteenth century, Gershon

Hanoch Leiner, the Chasidic Radziner
rabbi, urged that /e4%e/ef be
reintroduced. He believed the dye to
come from the cuttlefish because it has
a gland that secretes a blue-black dye.
He and his followers used the dye for
their /zz./zz./ but the practice was soon
discredited because it was difficult to
identify cuttlefish with the fez.//czzo77.

Moreover, cuttlefish are common
along the shoreline of Israel, the dye is
cheap to produce, and most damning,
it is not a fast dye and too dark to be the
original tekhelet.
So Jews were no longer able to fulfil
the commandment of having a fringe
dyed with /efrfae/ef and the sages
permitted /zz./zz.f comprising non-dyed
strings. This is a practice that has
continued to the present day.
Four years ago, on a cold December
day, I had just arrived in Nottingham
for my annual pilgrimage. Not that
Nottingham is a particular place of
pilgrimage unless, like me, you are a

Lirmud groupie.
The speakers and subjects were as
varied and wonderful as ever. But one
item jumped out from the page of the
conference handbook.
"refrfee/e/. The search for a holy
snail and the biblical blue." The blurb
went on to tell me that the presenter
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would be talking about the rediscovery
of the lost biblical blue colour, fe4fee/eJ.
I was fascinated because of my own
interest in colour. In physics, light and
colour were the only topics that truly
gripped me, an interest that continues
to the present day. I had also just
finished reading A4lcz#t;e by Simon

Garfield, a book about Sir William
Perkin who invented the modern
mauve dye.
The lecturer was Ari Greenspan, a
dentist and "o¢e/ by day, and also the
director of the P'til Tekhelet Institute
in Jerusalem. He made his subjectjump
to life. He wove together elements of
Jewish
law,
history,
biology,
chemistry, physics and biblical
archaeology, using power point to
illustrate his themes. This made
fascinating watching and listening and
explained why he is so convinced that
at last, the source of the fekfee/e/ dye
has been rediscovered by the Institute.
Although not everyone in the
orthodox world is as convinced that
the source is correct, many orthodox
Jews, on hearing about the lnstitute's

commandment is to wear a zefafee/e/

opportunity to try out the biblical dying

thread, not a white one, and they would
wait until the /ek¢e/e/ threads were in
production.
After the presentation,
Mr
Greenspan led the audience outside
where he demonstrated how the dye is
produced, by mixing the extract from

process. In any case, I was a little in

the sea mollusc, A4l#rex /r#7zcc//as, with

various chemicals, until at last, as if by
magic, the fckfee/e/ emerged.
The next moming, destiny decreed
that, of all the places in the crowded
dining hall, Mr Greenspan came and
sat opposite me. I told him that I had
attended his lecture the previous
evening and how much I had enjoyed
it. I went on to tell him that I am an
embroiderer, mainly of items for
Jewish ritual, including /c7//zto/. I asked
if it was possible for me to buy the
/efrfee/ef and other chemicals. "No
problem," he said. "I have two sets
with me that you can have and I will
email you the instructions when I

retun to Israel."

work, decided not to wear /zz./zz.Z at all
until the /e4¢e/ef-dyed /zz./zzz./ were

The containers and instructions sat
on my shelf for the next four years.
Although several commissions had
come my way, none of them was for

available. The reasoning was that the

making a /c7//I.Z and so there was not the

awe of dying threads in a way that had
not been done for millennia. Last
October it was the thirtieth birthday of
my new son-in-law, Nick Dyson. I
wanted to give him something special.
I decided on a "gift token" that entitled
him to an article of his own choosing
to be embroidered by me. His choice
was a /cz%f and I set to work to create
one that was unique to him. As I
approached its completion, it occurred
to me that I should consider dying the
fzz./zz.Z threads with fefr¢e/ef. Who

knows? Perhaps this would be the first
/cz%/ in England with genuine fefrfee/e/
Jzz./zz.f. Nick was happy to be the

possessor of biblical blue fringes on
his /cr//I.f and so I dusted down the
containers acquired from Mr
Greenspan and laid aside my
trepidation. Reading the instructions,
it became clear that for the dye to be
created, a hot day was necessary. That
is not something that happens too often
in the English climate. Fortunately we
had had a hot summer so one day,
when the mercury began to climb
rapidly in the thermometer, I set to work
on some woollen threads, following
the instructions meticulously. This
even included a prayer to be said at
one point in the process to ensure that I

was making the dye for the express
puxpose of rneking tekhelet tzitzit.
As I stiITed the vat of dye I became
aware that instead of the brilliant blue
I was expecting, there appeared to be a

green sludge at the bottom of the pan,
much to my disappointment. I
wondered if, perhaps, I had ignored
the ingredients for too long and they
had over-run their expiry dates. Or
maybe I had not followed the
instructions as accurately as I had
thought. And then, as I rinsed the
threads in water I realised that the
sludgy green was changing into the
promised blue of fekfoe/ef. It was a
thrilling moment, maybe even a unique
one. Was there anyone else in England,
I surmised, who had produced her or
his own fefrfee/ez dye? I imagine that
the shade is not as rich and deep as that

produced around the Mediterranean
that needs the hot sun. But what I
produced is a /ek¢e/ef that resembles,
appropriately, an English sky. And
there is no reason why an English sky,
as well as a Middle Eastern sky, should
not resemble God's holy throne I
DIANE LANGLEBEN I.s cz pAcrrwczc!.sf a#c7

freelance pharmaceutical writer. She is also an
embroiderer and undertakes commissions to

Tallit

make items j;or Je:i^)ish ritual. She lives in North
West London.
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Miriam's Cup design by Melanie Kline

MIRIAM'S CUP IS FILLED WITH WATER
Maria Goldrich

two extra places at your
YOU MIGHT
WANT
Passover Seder
tableTO
thisSET
year
- one for Elijah, the prophet whose

the large number of commercial
Miriam's Cups available. An online
shopping trip quickly yields dozens of
designs from which to choose, from
humble clay goblets to high-end

return we traditionally look for at
Passover, and a second cup for Miriam,
the prophet who left Egypt with the
other Israelites and served as their
spiritual leader. You would not be alone.
In growing numbers, Jews are adding
Miriam's Cup to their Passover

than any other Biblical figure, the
embodiment of the voice of Jewish
women," according to Elaine Moise,
co-a;IT+her Of The Dancing with Miriam

Sec7czrz.j72, not only to remember Miriam

ffcrggczc7cz¢, a feminist Seder Haggadah.

but as a step toward increasing the
visibility of women in Judaism and
addressing the spiritual needs of Jewish
women today.
The ritual of Miriam's Cup
originated in the 1970s with a small
group of women in Israel who
developed a feminist-themed Seder as
a way to explore women's issues in a
Jewish context. Today, anyone looking
for evidence that Miriam's Cup is
going mainstream need only look at
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versions in crystal and silver.
"Miriam has become, probably more

"After all, she was both a singer -voice

- and a prophet - voice again. Jewish
women have felt ritually silenced over
the centuries. The coming forward of
Miriam into our ritual is a metaphorical
representation of women's voices,
which may now be heard."
Miriam was the sister of Moses, who
led the Hebrew slaves out of Egypt,
and Aaron, the first High Priest. Early
rabbinic sages acknowledged Miriam' s
status as a prophet. When she followed

her baby brother as he floated down
the Nile River in a basket and when
she arranged for their mother to serve
as his wet nurse for Pharaoh's
daughter, the sages said that she
foresaw the historic role Moses would
play. Later, after the Israelites crossed
the Red Sea, the Torah describes how
Miriam led the women in song and
dance to thank God:
Then Miriam the prophetess,
Aaron's sister, took a timbrel in
her hand, and all the women went
out after her in dance with
ti:mbrels. And Miriam chanted f ;or
them: Sing to the Lord, for He has
triumphed gloriously. (Exodus
15:20-21)

While the traditional Passover Cup
of Elijah is filled with wine, the Cup of
Miriam is filled with water. The
association between Miriam and water
resonates on two levels.
The first level is physical
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sustenance. According to one midrash,
a well of water that God gave to the
Israelites in the desert was given
because of Miriam's righteousness.
The second level is spiritual
nourishment. The phrase that the
midrash associates with Miriam' s well,
"c!)/i.in ¢c7);z.7#, means "living water" or

"water of life", explains Rabbi Dr.

Michael Shire, Acting Principal of the

challenging Moses' second marriage
to an Ethiopian woman, her return was
a ritual she acted out on her own. As
long as she was outside the camp God
did not allow the Israelites to move on.
Only when she re-entered the camp
and the community was inclusive again
were the Israelites allowed to continue
their journey and move on to the next
stage in their development. "A lot of

Miriam as equal in their roles. In fact,"
he says, "there is one point in one of
the 772z.c7rc7sfez." that says that Moses was

not any greater than the other two.
They could have only done it together,
two brothers and a sister. And again,
they talk about the three roles of
leadership, that you need a visionary in
your leadership, you need a person for
facilitation, and you need your

Miriam's cup designs by Irene Helitzer

Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish
Education in London and author of The
Jewish Prophet. CCTbe idea here,"
according to Shire, "is that Miriam
represents life, living water. And
772c7);z'77? focD;I.772 is the phrase used for

77€z.rfuefo, so there is a sense of the waters

of redemption, the waters of healing,
the spiritual waters of renewal,
menstrual waters, these are all
connected with women and women's
role, and Miriam's role is to make that
water flow."
Shire calls Miriam a ritual maker,
noting that Miriam's song at the Red
Sea is only the first of a number of
times she performed rituals. When
Miriam was forced to leave the
Israelites' camp as punishment for
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feminists have been saying that this is
exactly what Judaism is about," says
Shire. "That while women have been
out of the community, the community
has got stuck. As women re-emerge
into the community, then the whole
Jewish community can move on with a
new understanding of what Judaism is
all about."
Miriam's role as spiritual leader
complemented the roles of Moses, the
legislator, and Aaron, the peacemaker.
According to Shire, "The midrash
regards the three in a very postmodem, corporate, shared leadership
role. Whereas later tradition sees
Moses as the great guy and the other
two as less important, the Rabbinic
tradition sees Moses and Aaron and

empowerer -your spiritual guide - and
that is Miriam's role."
Miriam the ritual maker and
empowerer is enabling women in
today's Jewish community to develop
their own rituals, and feminist Sec7czrz.77?

are one of the most visible. Feminist
Sec7czrz.77€ take place near the time of

Passover, either in the days preceding
or following the Passover Sec7czrz.".

They are not intended to substitute for
traditional Passover Sec7crrz.772, but they

adopt the Passover's theme of moving
from slavery to freedom. They apply
that theme to issues related to women's
liberation from limited roles in society
and from quiet roles in Judaism. A
number of organizations, such as
continued on next page
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Miriam's Cup design by Lisa Slovis

Ma'yan in New York, host feminist
Sec7czrz.". Moise and her colleagues

have been hosting them in Palo Alto,
California, since 1994, attracting up to
200 women each year. By publishing
their own feminist Seder Haggadot,
these groups have helped to spread the
ritual.
At feminist Sec7cr7~z.in, traditional
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Passover Seder rituals are reinterpreted
so that they deal with women's

Seder nights is that it includes the
voices of female forebears. The plague

first born, which in the traditional
Passover Seder refers to Pharaoh's
decree that all newborn Egyptian boys
be killed, is reinteapreted to apply to
female infants whose births have not
been celebrated or who have been left
to die because their societies do not
value them.

of 772czkcrz Z7 'c¢orof, the slaying of the

In the feminist S:ec7orz.77€, the Cup of

stmggles. For example, in 27;e Dcz7zcz.ng

with Miriam Haggadah, one of the
answers to the Four Questions about
why this night is different from other
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the prophet Elijah is replaced with the
Cup of the prophet Miriam. Tbe ritual's
details vary. Sometimes water is
poured out of Miriam's Cup into
participants' cups, and sometimes the
participants fill the cup from their own
glasses, each person in turn adding a
small amount of water and talking
about a Jewish woman who has had
an impact on her life. Usually,
participants sing a song mirroring the
traditional song for Elijab the Prophet,
Eliyahu haNavi. The Dancing with

Miriam

Haggadah

a,dopts

that

familiar tune but substitutes alternate
lyries tor Miriam Hanevi 'ah, Miria"
the Prophetess:
Miriam Hcmevi ' ah
Miriam Halevi'ah
At rakdanit, musika'it,
Melamedet v 'manhigch;
Binheirah v'yaneinu, shim'i holeinu.
Holikhi otanu met-avdut I ' heirut.
Miriam the prophet,
Miriam the Levite,
You are dancer, musician, teacher
and leader;
Speedily, in our day, hear our voices,
Lead us from slavery into freedom.
The movement of the Miriam's Cup
ritual out of feminist circles and into
the wider Jewish community was

probably facilitated by the fact that the
women who were inspired by their

she says. "We also make a point to
bring tambourines and to play them."

attendance at Feminist Sec7czrz." were

They sing Adz.rz.cz" 's So#g, a popular

also the people who bore the primary
responsibility for setting their Passover
tables at home. They found that
Miriam's Cup sat easily next to
Elijah's Cup, not replacing it, but
augmenting it. According to Moise,
acknowledging Miriam during the
Passover celebration helps provide
some gender balance to the standard
male-dominated Haggadah: "Even
though the traditional Seder does not
mention Moses, since the honour of
taking the Jews out of Egypt is God's,
there are many men mentioned, from
the traditional four sons, to various

choice written by Debbie Friedman,
and livelier guests, taking their cue
from the Israelite women on the bank
of the Red Sea, dance.
For Moise, the meaning of Miriam's
Cup lies not just in acknowledging an
important woman in Jewish history,
but also in expressing a vision for the
future Jewish community: "That we
may have hope for a quieter final
redemption than the `great and terrible
day' promised by Elijah - as stated in
the Haggadah - that we may, once
again, drink from the living waters of
Miriam's well. Even for those of us
without a literal belief in the return of
the prophets, there is hope for a
messianic time when we can be at
peace, and, within Judaism, worship,
all of us, as equals" .

rabbis, to E/I.);czfec4 frczIVcn/z.. The mention

of Miriam is a reminder that we are all
a part of the Exodus."
Fran Manushkin, author of the
children's Passover story book,
Adz.rz.cz7# 's C"p, in which a young girl

receives a Miriam's Cup as a gift,
learned about the ritual at a feminist
Seder organized by Ma'yan in New
York, and she added it to her own
Passover Seder table. ``We fill the cup

with clear water, and sometimes we
pass it around and each add to the water
with a spoonful from our own glasses,"

A

MARIA GOLDRICH ec!r#ed cr Bcrche/ore o/
Science degree from Cornell Unviersity and a
Master of Business Administration from The
George Washington University in Washington,
DC. Successive homes on four continents have

fuelled her interest in sharing traditions among
different corners of the worldwide Jewish
community. She is currently living in Libya,

writing a book about Jewish needle crafts.
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say." The dispossesse

THE

ARJVLENIAN

GENOCIDE
Ruth Barnett
O¥h:SEfr¥:I:e¥±:Ts[yM#n=ag=
with his family. One day he grew tired
of his nomadic life. He decided to settle
down in the valley to the South. He
was used to killing lions and tigers that
got in the way of what he wanted. So
he thought he could do the same with
people. He slaughtered anyone who
challenged him when he took away
their farms to make himself a big
estate. Finally he declared himself the
Grand Duke over all of them. The local
famers were too ffightened to protest.
Although he knew how to kill and
destroy, this unfortunate Duke did not
know how to create. He did not even
know how to build the grand house he
wanted. So he made the people whose
land he had stolen build him a castle to
house his family and all the works of
art he bad pilfered and plundered.
Still the Grand Duke was neither
satisfied nor happy. He cruelly illtreated his own family and made them
suffer terrible restrictions. He beat
them mercilessly if they disobeyed his
commands. His servants, the remnants
of the families he had plundered, he
treated even worse. From time to time
he slaughtered many of them just to
show everyone how grand and
powerful he was. To his neighbouring
"lesser dukes" he posed as a great
patron of the arts by claiming all the
treasures he had pilfered to be his own
work and having lots of them shown in
a big exhibition.
Now there was a wise Old Woman
living with her family in a cottage that
her ancestors had built long before the
Grand Duke came to those parts. The
Old Woman and her family lived
quietly and were at pains not to
interfere or disturb the Grand Duke
although the Grand Duke made their
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Ruth Barnett, centre
family's life miserable in every way he
could devise. The Grand Duke was
filled with envy and could not stand
the Old Woman because she was an
artist and her family made beautiful
things - woodcarvings, ornaments,
paintings and sculptures. Moreover,
the Old Woman was kind to her family
and even kind to the Duke. Most
intolerable of all for the Duke was that
the Old Woman and her family refused
to renounce their own religion and
worship the Grand Duke's God.
So the Grand Duke made a careful
plan to rid himself of these "infidels",
as he called them. One night he sent his
servants to drive them all out of their
cottage, killing as many as they could
and driving the rest right out into the
desert where they would starve to
death. The Old Woman was able to
hide in the cellar of her cottage with
two loyal servants. Neighbouring
Dukes who did not agree with the
Grand Duke's way of doing things took
in a few of her family. The Old Woman
soon died from the stress of it all but
her children grew older and one day
they accused the Grand Duke of a
crime against not only their family but
against humanity.

At flrst the Grand Duke laughed at
them and denied any such crime. But
the Old Woman's children persisted.
The Grand Duke became angry and
bellowed, "It has nothing to do with
you because you ran away, so I will
only negotiate with your two servants
who did not run away - but they are
my servants now and they will do as I

not satisfied and nor w
neighbouring lesser duk
Grand Duke that he
genocide and must ad
recompense. So the G
longer feeling quite s
fact getting rather anx
scared, as is the w
aggressively retorted
admit it on conditio

Woman's whole fain
make no further claim
Now, some of the
dukes, those with th
secrets, thought this w
solution, but others
minute. How can you
dictating terms to his
not justice. This will
that will encourage in
commit genocide. If w
him to justice we shall
and we will also be gu
with his crime."
This is the story of T
to "cleanse" the land
all its native Armenia
Asyrians in a genocide
fifty years from the 18
It is still going on passiv

persistent denial. Turke
mouthed bully that a
Minor, from its mom
Mongolia, by slau
subjugating all the sett
its way. Turkey that a
culture and art of the p
ran as its own - as claim
Royal Academy of
rcj7ids. Turkey that h
deal with its rage
earlier

civilised

possess the genuine

Turkey envies. Turke
announced it will wel
diplomatic relations w
long as there is no ta
And Armenia that wou
the "turkification" of
Sultan 's pan-Turkicism
adopted Christianity a
long before Islam ex
that goes back at least
Turkey's 1000. Armeni
a kingdom, including
Turkey and Syria, and i
largely to Turkish aggre
30,000 square kilome

between Turkey and
Armenia that is suffe
economic blockade b
Azerbaijan.
Genocide could equa
Jews who, as a people
have been persecuted fo
cunently suffer the eme
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waves of anti-Semitism. Persecutions
of Jews down the ages, and particularly
the culmination of anti-Semitism in the
Holocaust, have been copiously
documented and acknowledged worldwide. The Armenians have also been
shamelessly persecuted but their

genocide has been ignored and even
denied by most of the world, including
the governments of Britain and Israel,
for the last ninety years.
Whereas the present German
government has acknowledged the
perpetration of the holocaust in
Germany' s history, the cuITent Turkish

government persists even today in not
only denying the genocide perpetrated
against the Armenians of Anatolia but
also in aggressively bullying other
countries into colluding with this
denial in the service of "realpolitik".
The holocaust has been acknowledged,
regretted, moumed and memorialised.
The survivors" murdered ancestors are
memorialised and the holocaust as a
genocide has a closure. Similar closure
of the Armenian genocide, which
predates the holocaust by twenty-five
years, is not possible while it is denied.

This means that the offspring of the
survivors continue to suffer the last
stage of genocide -the attempt to wipe
their ancestors" existence out of
history. Holocaust survivors, their
second and third generation offspring
and anyone who has worked with
survivors knows the importance to
them of searching, finding and
reconnecting to their roots. This is not
possible for Armenian survivors while
the deniers prevail.
Denial of the holocaust has been
challenged and overcome with the
suppolt of many other nations. It pains

me that both the British government
and that of Israel persist in colluding
with Turkey's denial - just like the
lesser dukes afi.aid of the big bully who
appointed himself as Grand Duke. I
find it shameful, particularly for Jews,
to collude with governments that deny
the Armenian genocide. Jews, the
former scapegoats of European
fascism, in my opinion owe support to
Armenians in their struggle to gain
recognition of the ongoing injustice
they suffer. There are undeniable links
between the two genocides.
As political partners, the German
military were at least indirectly
involved in the Armenian genocide
during the First World War. It is little
known that German soldiers fought in

the Turkish amiy and their experience
would have been available to Hitler.
There is a striking similarity of pattern
in the planning and execution of the
two genocides. Just as Hitler's
euthanasia programme became the
training
ground
for
future
concentration camp guards, so the
Armenian genocide became the
prototype that the Nazis later moulded
into the most horrific industrialised
killing system the world has so far
known. One way of looking at it is that
the Young Turks created a pilot scheme
that was handy for the Nazis to build
on to "perfection" in the holocaust.
On the eve of his brutal invasion of
Poland, Hitler is recorded as saying,

"Who

now

remembers

the

Amenians?" In saying this, Hitler was
drawing on the impunity created by the
failure of the Allies to do justice to the
Armenian survivors after the First
World War. And he was correct in
calculating from this that they would

similarly not intervene in the fate he
had planned for the Jews. So who
indeed today remembers the Armenian
genocide?
Instead of celebrating Seder with my
family this year, as I have done for
forty-seven years, I went to Armenia
as an expression of the spirit of what is
for me the essence of Pesach - the
affirmation of survival, freedom and
solidarity with all those who are not
yet free. I was privileged to be invited
by Armenia's Foreign Minister to
contribute to an International Genocide
Conference in Yerevan, the capital of
Armenia, to coincide with the ninetieth
anniversary of the peak of the genocide
in 1915. My visit was arranged by
Tessa
Hofmann
and
Gerayer
Koutcharian, who brought from Berlin
an exhibition of "The Armenian
Genocide as a prototype for the
Holocaust" for Holocaust Memorial
Day 2002 in Harrow & Wembley
Progressive Synagogue. I was able to
join the Foreign Ministry party in the
march on 24 April to the imposing
Genocide Memorial on a hill
overlooking Yerevan. There everyone
laid a flower against the wall round the
eternal light in the centre of the
monument that commemorates 3.5
million murdered Armenians, Greeks
and Assyrians.
During my twelve days in Armenia I
was astonished at how talented the
Armenians are as a people and how
similar to Jews in many ways. We
share a very similar history of struggle
to
survive
periodic
pogroms
culminating
in
genocide
and
persecution continuing even after
genocide. Armenians are warm,
friendly and go out of their way to be
welcoming and hospitable. I was
invited into the homes of three
families. Two were flats in heartrendingly dilapidated areas of Yerevan
and one a house in a poor village. All
three were beautiful inside. They were
artistically and tastefully furnished
with lovely parquet flooring and
magnificent carpets, elegant period
furniture and decorative paintings and
woodcarvings, mostly created by the
family themselves. I attended two
commemoration
concerts
and
Khachaturian's ballet Gcz);cz7?#e. All

Mount Ararat
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were of London West End standard.
I went on three minibus tours of the
country guided by Tessa Hofmann,
who was a tour guide in the Caucasus
by trade before she became a human
rights worker. It is a beautiful country
consisting of the large Yerevan valley,
flanked by rocky mountains, high
continued on next page
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plateaux and the snow-covered ranges
of the Ararat to one side and the
Aragats on the other. The terrain being
mostly extremely rocky with relatively
poor soil, village life is harsh and basic
for want of financial support. Water is
a dire problem both for human use and
irrigating the tiny fields - much like
Israel was to begin with. With support
equivalent to that given to Israel, I
could picture Armenia and its people
blossoming like a garden. We visited
many churches over a thousand years
old, some in ruins but many still used,
and all giving evidence of the once
magnificent Armenian
culture.
Particularly distressing was our visit to
Gjumri where 55,000 people died and
75 per cent of the town was devastated
in the earthquake of 1988. Nearly
twenty years later half the population
of Gjumri still live in sheds made of

Lech Walesa specking at the International Conference on Genocide, April 2005

galvanised iron sheeting.
It pains me that so many Jews I have
spoken to are concerned only with the
holocaust and supporting Israel. They

do not wilt even to consider that the
holocaust might have been prevented
if the Armenian genocide had been
stopped at the end of the First World
War and justice done. Instead, one of
the perpetrators, Mustafa Kemal
Attaturk, became the first leader of the
new
Turkish
Republic
and
determinedly persisted in driving all
non-Muslims who had survived the
main genocide, out of what the Allies
had agreed was to be Turkey. In 1922,
his army, the forces of nationalist
Turkey,
attacked
the
Greek
protectorate of Smyrna, looting,
torching and driving those neither
burnt nor shot into the sea to drown.
On the hill in Yerevan where the
Amenian Genocide Memorial is, there
is also a field where representatives of
governments and organisations, or
even individuals, plant trees in
recognition of the genocide. Looking
at the plaques, I noticed trees planted
by the Polish leader Lech Walesa, in
the name of Canada, Australia and the
Pope among many others. The only
British one was by Baroness Cox
individually who is trying, so far
unsuccessfully, to get the British
govemment's recognition. I could find
no tree at all representing Jewry and I
would like to put this right .

Armenian Genocide Memorial - Yerevan
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RUTH BARNETT z.s cz/rre#J/); C/z.#z.ca/
Director Of Raphael Counselling Service for the
Jewish Community. She came on the
Kindertransport at age four in 1939 and
remained in England. She was a secondary
school teacher for nineteen years before
refraining as a psychotherapist and now
combines both careers in Holocaust and
genocide education in UK and Germany.
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GRANT HARROD

WRONG
Sir
Willy Wolff (J14:4jv7VA 89) is quite
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wrong to propound the mistaken idea
that National Holocaust Memorial Day
was created as a uniquely Jewish
event. It was not and it has not been.
Each year some event other than the
Shoah has been included, not least the
Rwanda Genocide. For Iqbal Sacranie
to pretend otherwise was as a feeble
excuse to dissociate Muslims from the
Event. It was, from someone knighted
for
inter faith
work,
wholly
unacceptable behaviour. The event,
moreover, is
not
superfluous.
It involves schoolchildren from across
the country and, like the renewed
interest by the young in Remembrance
Sunday, serves a useful educational
and commemorative purpose.

Barry Hyman

e-mai I: harry@grantharrod.com

Bushey Heath
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ll#4o`J''
William Wolff

I;n:uo:;:o;=;nc:|fT|:Ih:s:9,o:1;
spring. A Lubavitch rabbi will take over
the biggest pulpit in the United
Synagogue at Starmore from Rabbi Dr.
Jeffrey
Cohen,
the
foremost
representative of modem orthodoxy in
this country. As a retirement present after
nineteen years' shining service, it is as
harsh a hook to the chin as has ever been
dealt a departing rabbi. It buries his life's
work without so much as a kaddish.
Cohen stood for a strict orthodoxy empty pockets on the Sabbath and not a
drop of milk in his coffee after a chicken
wing. At the same time he enabled his
members to engage with the present
"choice is sovereign" society, and with

their
children's
marriages
and
relationships, stable and fleeting.
Lubavitch will take them back to the
middle ages - emphatically not merely to
the eighteenth century because that was
an age that espoused enlightenment. Their
black uniforms bellow louder than their
words. Behind all their aspirin shmoose,
in an era that enthrones reason as its prime
virtue, their adherance peddle the
oppressive superstition that a smudged or
faded letter in a mezuzah fixed on a front
door, bed or dining room, can smite the
occupants of the house or room with fatal
disease. They insist that a rabbi who has
been buried in a New York cemetery for
more than a decade, will levitate six foot
through the earth and emerge as THE
Messiah. And they claim that Jewish souls
are "different" to those of non-Jews, and
build invisible but impenetrable walls
against those they pejoratively describe
as go)/z.in. They are practised at
propaganda, brilliant at fund raising, and
dire at thought. In the one Pesach message
by their late Rebbe which I had the
misfortune to spot in the Jerusalem Post,
not one sentence followed from the
previous one. It was a class act in
gibberish.
For the United Synagogue to allow
such a sectarian rabbi to take over its
leading pulpit spells the end of its
relevance to the bulk of Anglo Jewry.
And it presents our progressive

movements with their most urgent and
dazzling chance to move on to the ground
from which the US is now scampering
and give an in-touch Judaism to the
thousands it deserts.
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filed out at a late lunch time - I was
detemined to keep them at least till 1 pin
- a frank visitor from London thanked me
for a memorable moming. Choir had been
beautiful, sermon passable. "And for the
first time in decades I have been able to
walk into a synagogue whose doors were
wide open, where no one poked around in
my handbag, where there was no security
outside or inside." That is what filled her
with gratitude and fired her with
enthusiasm.
It fills me with pride that I serve one of
the few Jewish communities in Europe
who are so secure as to need no security.
Pride at the poverty of paranoia of my
congregants. And gratitude as well as pride
in a new German society that is so open, so
secure and tolerant as to absorb millions of
immigrants with barely a ripple. And that
enables me to thump my chest on Yom
Kippur without let, threat or guard.

#
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freedom for hostage captivity. The
moment twenty-four year old Kate Burton
is grabbed in Gaza or Norman Kember,
the seventy-four year old professor from
Pinner is bundled off in Baghdad, their
friends and family profess to the world
how loving and selfless, caring and
compassionate each is. And no doubt they
are. Their compassion for Jews may be
strictly rationed, but their high carat
caring is not in question. What is in grave
doubt about these "peace" (on what
terms?) and "human rights" (whose?)
carers is their judgement.
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was to see whether they were mined. If
Trebitsch's legs were blown off, they
were. Trebitsch came through with his
limbs intact. So he graduated to the copper
mines of Yugoslavia. And after that stint
of slave labour, he was harried from camp
to camp where the Nazis sought to work
and starve him to death. They had almost
succeeded when an American Air Force
division marched into Woebbelin, his last
camp between the Elbe river and the
Baltic sea.

His two brothers perished . Back home
in Budapest, his parents survived in one
of the "safe houses" set up by the Swedish
diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, who was
later murdered by the Soviets in the
Gulag. Once the Americans had nursed
him back to health and humanity,
Trebitsch decided to stay in Germany and
return to his first love - making and
showing films. To that was added a
second love, for a young German woman.
Of that love three children were born. Of
his first came two of the post-war classics
of the cinema, The Devil's General and
The Captain Of Koapenick. Arid because
love triumphed over grudge and hatred,
he was one of the geniuses who fathered
the rebirth of post-war German culture.
On one day a year he was to be found in
neither office nor studio. On 2 May he
was always at Woebbelin, to remember.
On 4 May last year I had a note from him
perfectly typed, clearly signed on the
thickest of notepaper. "Please forgive me,
Rabbi," he said, "for not staying till the
Kaddish. I was not well enough." Last
month he died aged ninety-two in
Hamburg, the port he helped to hoist into
one of the media capitals of Europe. The
German papers saluted him with pages of
tributes. For he had a genius not only for
large screen epics and small screen series.
He had the warmest of hearts and the
strongest, purest of souls, and both soared
over barriers and minefields.
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gives his biennial conference a piece of
advice that is superfluous in this country:
welcome non-Jewish spouses. He adds:
"And embrace them, to the extent that

they are raising Jewish children." Does
that condition mean that if their children
are not brought up as full Jews, the
mothers deserve only a one-arm lock?
Whichever way the children go, do not
the mothers, having married in, always
merit a two-armed embrace?
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fields and woods in the Ukraine. The aim

by the story of the woman who was
buried in the
grave at the
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largest Jewish cemetery in this country,
the United Synagogue's Bushey grounds.
For there, but for the Grace of God and
total faith in our undertakers, go I in
Enfield, Edgwarebury or Hoop Lane both as an officiating rabbi, and one day
on my own last, short-haul trip I

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.s /fee regj.ojca/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant lo the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STEFINBEF]G CENTF}E FOF} JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End Boad, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish
community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for Peform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College -Centre for Jewish Education,
Akiva School and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. The centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, The Strudel Caf6 , biblical garden and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
THE JEWISH MUSEUM FINCHLEY
HOLOCAUST MEMOBIAL DAY

TORAH L'AM - TORAH FOR EVERYONE
From 12th January -23rd February 2006

Thursday 26th January 2006 at 7.30pm
`Am I My Brother's Keeper?"
A moving testimony by Cirla Lewis, a hidden child,

saved through the courage of one family and a
representative of the Pefugee Council will discuss their
experiences on working with refugees today. There will
be an opportunity to ask questions after the talks.
Admission FBEE and includes admission to the
Museum's galleries prior to the event. Advance
booking recommended.020 72841997
www.jewishmuseum.org.uk
JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION AND EVENTS 2006
77]e Last Gooc/bye is an exhibition by the Jewish
Museum, Finchley, which tells the remarkable story of
10,000 unaccompanied children rescued from Nazi
Europe on the Kindertransport.

The iasf Goodbye records this extraordinary story
through evocative photographs, documents and
personal testimonies. The exhibition casts a vivid light

on the experiences of these young refugees, the
heartrending decision of their parents to send them
away, and their difficulties in adjusting to life in a
foreign country. Tracing the rise of Nazism, the
exhibition highlights core issues relating to prejudice,
racism, conformity and indifference. It also

demonstrates the courage and kindness of those
individuals who opened their homes to these refugee

(No session 16th February) this exciting way of
studying Torah will enhance your knowledge and
enable you to study and talk Torah with family, friends,
colleagues and community.
Please join us for six thought provoking sessions.
Further info telephone: Gabby 020 8349 5624
Email gaby.ruppin @ lbc-cje.ac.uk

NEW NOFITH LONDON SYNAGOGUE TIKKUN OLAM

Focus or} Afr/.ca -Sunday 23rd April at 8.30pm
Africa is a huge continent with a myriad of rich
cultures, traditions and histories, but the vast majority
of its people are suffering and struggling with poverty,
famine and illness. The odds seem insurmountable
and as individuals it is difficult to feel that we can help.
You are invited to hear about and join in community
efforts as part of Tikkun Olam programme, on Sunday
evening 23rd April -the 12`h anniversary of South
Africa's first democratic government.
Further info :NNLS Office 020 8346 8560.Jewish
POIVIE with Julian Resnick
28 APRIL TO 1 MAY 2006

£349 per person plus flight.
Ftome, probably more than any other capital city in
Europe, is associated with the romantic notion of `The
Grand Tour". No 18'h or 19th Century romantic could

claim their place among the cultured monied class of
Europe (and later the USA) without spending time
wondering through and being inspired by the glories of
Bome's classical past. We will examine Home through
Jewish Eyes, enjoying all of the glory while asking
important questions about how we understand this

children.

JEWISH MUSEUM FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP
February 26th at 4pm
Besearch your family roots.
Telephone 020 83491143

glory. Highlights to include:

LEO BAECK COLLEGE CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATloN
The Shiur -Autumn Semester 2005
Themes from the book of Genesis
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students.
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Telephone 020 8349 5604

Friday night in the Cinquescola Synagogue for
Kabbalat Shabbat.
The F}oman Forum, the Coliseum, the Piazzas of
Rome (Popolo, Navona and others).
The Vatican Museum, St Pietro in Vincoli,

The Ghetto.
For more information please contact:
Annie Simmons, Tel: 020 8349 5646
annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk
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